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POINCARE´ DUALITY FOR RIGID ANALYTIC HYODO–KATO THEORY
VERONIKA ERTL AND KAZUKI YAMADA
Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to establish Hyodo–Kato theory with compact support
for semistable schemes through rigid analytic methods. To this end we introduce several types of
log rigid cohomology with comapct support. Moreover we show that the additional structures on
the (rigid) Hyodo–Kato cohomology and the Hyodo–Kato map introduced in our previous paper
are compatible with Poincare´ duality. Compared to the crystalline approach, the constructions
are explicit yet versatile, and hence suitable for computations.
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Introduction
Let p be a prime number, V a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic (0, p)
with fraction field K and perfect residue field k, W := W (k) the ring of Witt vectors of k, and
F the fraction field of W . Let V ♯ be the formal scheme Spf V equipped with the canonical log
structure. Let W 0 be the formal scheme SpfW equipped with the log structure associated to
the monoid homomorphism (N→W ; 1 7→ 0), and let k0 :=W 0⊗W k. Furthermore, for a choice
of uniformiser π of V , let iπ : k
0 →֒ V ♯ be induced by the canonical projection.
Consider a fine log scheme X which is proper log smooth over V ♯, and assume that Yπ :=
X ⊗V ♯ k
0 is of Cartier type over k0. In their celebrated paper, Hyodo and Kato [17] constructed
a morphism called the (crystalline) Hyodo–Kato map
Ψcrisπ : RΓcris(Yπ/W
0)→ RΓdR(XK/K).
It depends on the choice of a uniformiser π ∈ V and induces an isomorphism after tensoring
with K.
Date: 22nd September 2020.
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The domain RΓcris(Yπ/W
0) is often called the (crystalline) Hyodo–Kato cohomology. It is
endowed with two endomorphisms called Frobenius operator and monodromy operator. The
codomain RΓdR(XK/K) is the log de Rham cohomology and comes with a descending filtration
called Hodge filtration. Under the identification via Ψcrisπ , the associated cohomology groups
give rise to a filtered (ϕ,N)-module. When X is semistable, this object contains information as
rich as the p-adic e´tale cohomology of XK , by the semistable conjecture which is now a theorem
([30], [14], [24], [4]).
Among the generalisations of the semistable conjecture one should mention Yamashita–Yasuda’s
work (based on an unpublished paper by Yamashita) on the potentially semistable conjecture
for non-proper varieties and its compatibility with the product structures [33]. They crucially
make use of tlog crystalline cohomology with (partial) compact support. In the proof, they also
show the compatibility of the Hyodo–Kato map with the product structures (and hence with
Poincare´ duality).
Poincare´ duality for crystalline Hyodo–Kato cohomology was proved by Tsuji [29]. Note that he
more generally proved Poincare´ duality of log crystalline cohomology over W 0 andW∅ for a fine
saturated log scheme which is log smooth and universally saturated over k0 and k∅, respectively,
where W∅ and k∅ are affine (formal) schemes equipped with the trivial log structure. (However
the compatibility with the additional structures and the Hyodo–Kato map was not addressed. )
The role which Hyodo–Kato theory plays in the (potentially) semistable conjecture is an indic-
ator of its importance in arithmetic geometry, including the research on special values of p-adic
L-functions. To advance prominent conjectures in this field, such as the Bloch–Kato conjecture,
it is of advantage to be able to describe explicitly certain cohomology classes, both in the usual
Hyodo–Kato theory and the compactly supported Hyodo–Kato theory, which are related to
Euler systems. For instance, this was carried out for 4-dimensional spin Galois representations
arising from Siegel modular forms for the group Sp 4(Z) by Loeffler and Zerbes in [21].
Such explicit computations are possible through an approach to Hyodo–Kato theory for strictly
semistable log schemes based on log rigid cohomology instead of log crystalline cohomology
provided by the authors in [12]. It allows for a definition of the Hyodo–Kato map
Ψrigπ,log : RΓrig(Yπ/W
0)→ RΓrig(Yπ/V
♯) ∼= RΓdR(XK/K)
in a straight forward and intuitive way which is independent of the choice of a uniformiser π.
(It rather depends on the choice of a branch log : K× → K of the p-adic logarithm.) Therefore,
it is suitable not only for explicit computation but also for generalisations. For example, the
second author studied coefficients for rigid analytic Hyodo–Kato theory in [31], and generalised
the additional structures on the rigid Hyodo–Kato cohomology and the Hyodo–Kato map to
cohomology with coefficients.
The construction of rigid Hyodo–Kato theory with compact support in the present article
can be seen as an application of [31]. More precisely, we introduce several types of log rigid
cohomology with compact support as log rigid cohomology with coefficients in a certain type
of log overconvergent isocrystals. We compare them with Yamashita–Yasuda’s crystalline con-
structions in [33] and prove Poincare´ duality. Because of the simplicity of our construction, the
duality is clearly compatible with the additional structures and the Hyodo–Kato map.
This simplicity together with the rigid analytic nature of our construction makes it a useful can-
didate to advance some of the most difficult conjectures in arithmetic geometry as demonstrated
in [21].
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Outline of this paper. In §1, we recall notions concerning log overconvergent (F -)isocrystals
which were introduced in [31]. In particular, we recall definitions of the log rigid cohomology
and the rigid Hyodo–Kato cohomology with coefficients in log overconvergent (F -)isocrystals.
In §2, we introduce general construction of log overconvergent isocrystals associated to mono-
genic log substructures. Let Y = (Y,NY ) be a fine log scheme over a base fine weak formal log
scheme T . A log substructureM⊂ NY is called monogenic if locally it has a chart of the form
NY → M. Then we may define a log overconvergent isocrystal OY/T (M) on Y over T as a
locally free sheaf of rank 1 generated by local lifts of generators of M.
As a special case, in §3 we consider a proper strictly semistable log scheme Y over k0 with
horizontal divisor D, and several weak formal log schemes as base: W 0, W∅, V ♯, and S, where
S is SpwfW JsK equipped with the log structure associated to (N → W JsK; 1 7→ s). Noting
that the log structure MD on Y associated to D is a monogenic log substructure of NY , we
define the log rigid cohomology (resp. rigid Hyodo–Kato cohomology) with compact support as
the log rigid cohomology (resp. rigid Hyodo–Kato cohomology) with coefficients in OY/T (MD).
Since the cohomology with compact support is computed by usual cohomology via a spectral
sequence, one can generalise several results to cohomology with compact support as follows.
Theorem 0.1 (Corollary 3.8). Let Y be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0 and
E a unipotent log overconvergent isocrystal on Y over W∅. There exists a diagram of natural
morphisms
(0.1)

RΓrig,c(Y/W
∅,E )
uu❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦
 ))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙

RΓrig,c(Y/W
0,E ) RΓrigHK,c(Y,E )
oo
Ψπ,log //

RΓrig,c(Y/V
♯,E )π,

RΓrig,c(Y/S,E )
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
(∗)
where all triangles except for (∗) commute. The triangle (∗) commutes if log is taken to be the
branch of the p-adic logarithm with log(π) = 0. These morphisms induce isomorphisms
RΓrig,c(Y/W
∅,E )
∼=
−→ Cone(RΓrigHK,c(Y,E )
N
−→ RΓrigHK,c(Y,E )),
RΓrigHK,c(Y,E )
∼=
−→ RΓrig,c(Y/W
0,E ),
RΓrigHK,c(Y,E )⊗F F{s}
∼=
−→ RΓrig,c(Y/S,E ),
RΓrigHK,c(Y,E )⊗F K
∼=
−−−−→
Ψπ,log
RΓrig,c(Y/V
♯,E )π.
The associated cohomology groups are finite over appropriate base rings. When we consider a
Frobenius structure Φ on E , then the induced Frobenius operator on Hrig,iHK,c(Y, (E ,Φ)) is bijective.
In §4, we recall and reformulate the definitions of log crystalline cohomology with compact
support and the crystalline Hyodo–Kato map of [33]. As in [12], we introduce two affine formal
schemes S ′PD and SPD as base of log crystalline cohomology, and compare them. The log crys-
talline cohomology over S ′PD is used for the crystalline Hyodo–Kato map, and that over SPD is
related with the log rigid cohomology over S.
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In §5, we compare the log rigid and log crystalline cohomology with compact support with
each other, and prove that the crystalline Hyodo–Kato map Ψcrisπ and the rigid Hyodo–Kato map
Ψrigπ,log are compatible when log is taken to be the branch of p-adic logarithm with log(π) = 0.
In §6, we deduce the Poincare´ duality for log rigid cohomology from that for log crystalline
cohomology given by Tsuji [29]. As an advantage of our construction, we clearly have the
compatibility of the Poincare´ duality with all additional structures and comparison maps. Our
main result is as follows.
Theorem 0.2 (Theorem 6.1). Let Y be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0 of
dimension d. Let (E ,Φ) be a unipotent log overconvergent F -isocrystal, and denote the dual
F -isorystal by (E ∨,Φ∨) := Hom((E ,Φ),OY/W∅). Then there exist canonical isomorphisms
H irig(Y/W
∅, (E ,Φ))
∼=
−→ H2d−i+1rig,c (Y/W
∅, (E ∨,Φ∨))∗(−d− 1) in ModF (ϕ),
Hrig,iHK (Y, (E ,Φ))
∼=
−→ Hrig,2d−iHK,c (Y, (E
∨,Φ∨))∗(−d) in ModF (ϕ,N),
H irig(Y/W
0, (E ,Φ))
∼=
−→ H2d−irig,c (Y/W
0, (E ∨,Φ∨))∗(−d) in ModF (ϕ),
H irig(Y/V
♯,E )π
∼=
−→ H2d−irig,c (Y/V
♯,E ∨)∗π in ModK ,
where for an integer r ∈ Z we denote by (r) the Tate twist defined by multiplying ϕ by p−r. The
Hyodo–Kato maps are compatible with the Poincare´ duality in the sense that Ψ∗π,log,K = Ψ
−1
π,log,K .
Notation. For a weak formal scheme X over Zp, we denote by XQ the generic fiber of X , which
is a dagger space over Qp. For a morphism f : X ′ → X , we denote again by f : X ′Q → XQ the
morphism on dagger spaces induced by f .
For a pseudo-wcfg algebra [12] A we denote by A∅ the weak formal scheme Spwf A endowed
with the trivial log structure.
For a morphism f : Z ′ → Z of weak formal log schemes over Zp, we denote by ω•Z′/Z,Q the
complex of sheaves on Z ′Q defined as in [31, Def. 2.10]. More precisely, if Z
′ is p-adic ω•Z′/Z,Q
is induced by the log de Rham complex of Z ′ over Z tensored with Q. In general, ω•Z′/Z,Q is
obtained by covering Z ′Q by generic fibers of p-adic weak formal schemes over Z
′.
Let V be a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic (0, p) with perfect residue
field k and fraction field K. Denote by W := W (k) the ring of Witt vectors of k and by F the
fraction field of W .
Consider the log scheme S = SpwfW JsK endowed with the log structure associated to the map
(N → W JsK; 1 7→ s). Let W 0 and k0 be the exact closed weak formal log scheme of S defined
by the ideal (s) and (s, p), respectively. Furthermore, let V ♯ be the weak formal log scheme
with underlying scheme Spwf V endowed with the canonical log structure, whose global section
is V \ {0}. Let i0 : k
0 →֒ W 0, j0 : W
0 →֒ S be the canonical embeddings, and set τ := j0 ◦ i0
For a uniformiser π ∈ V , let jπ : V
♯ →֒ S be the exact closed immersion defined by s 7→ π, and
iπ : k
0 →֒ V ♯ the unique morphism such that τ = jπ ◦ iπ.
We denote by σ the absolute Frobenius on k0, k∅, and by abuse of notation the morphism on
W 0 and W∅ induced by the Witt vector Frobenius, and likewise its extension to S defined by
s 7→ sp.
For an abelian category M, we denote by Db(M) (resp. D+(M), D−(M)) the bounded (resp.
bounded below, bounded above) classical derived category of M.
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1. Log overconvergent isocrystals
In this section we recall the definition of the log overconvergent site and log overconvergent
isocrystals from [31].
Throughout the paper, a log structure on a (weak formal) scheme is defined as a sheaf of
monoids with respect to the e´tale topology. A (weak formal) log scheme is said to be of Zariski
type if it Zariski locally has a chart for the log structure. Similarly to [27, Cor. 1.1.11], one can
see that giving a fine weak formal log scheme of Zariski type is equivalent to giving a fine weak
formal log scheme whose log structure is defined as a sheaf with respect to the Zariski topology.
In §1–3 we will always work in the category of fine weak formal log schemes of Zariski type.
Definition 1.1. (i) A widening is a triple (Z,Z, i) where Z is a fine log scheme which is of
Zariski type and of finite type over Fp, Z is a weak formal log scheme of Zariski type whose
underlying weak formal scheme is flat over Zp, and i : Z →֒ Z is a homeomorphic exact
closed immersion over Zp. A morphism of widenings f : (Z ′,Z ′, i′) → (Z,Z, i) is a pair
f = (fFp, fZp) of morphisms fFp : Z
′ → Z over F∅p and fZp : Z
′ → Z over Z∅p , such that
fZp ◦ i
′ = i ◦ fFp.
(ii) An F -widening is a quadruple (Z,Z, i, φ) where (Z,Z, i) is a widening and φ : Z → Z is
a lift of the absolute Frobenius on Z ×Z∅p F
∅
p . For an F -widening (Z,Z, i, φ), the absolute
Frobenius FZ on Z and φ on Z define a morphism (FY , φ) : (Z,Z, i) → (Z,Z, i), which
we denote again by φ. A morphism of F -widenings f : (Z ′,Z ′, i′, φ′) → (Z,Z, i, φ) is a
morphism f : (Z ′,Z ′, i′)→ (Z,Z, i) of widenings such that f ◦ φ′ = φ ◦ f .
(iii) A morphism f of widenings (resp. F -widenings) is said to be log smooth if fZp : Z
′ → Z is
log smooth.
In the following we consider a widening (T,T , ι) or an F -widening (T,T , ι, σ) as a base. For
a morphism f : (Z ′,Z ′, i′) → (Z,Z, i) of widenings, or f : (Z ′,Z ′, i′, φ′) → (Z,Z, i, φ) of F -
widenings, we often denote the morphisms fZp : Z
′ → Z again by f , if no confusion can arise.
Definition 1.2. Let Y be a fine log scheme which is of Zariski type and of finite type over T .
We define the log overconvergent site OC(Y/T ) = OC(Y/(T,T , ι)) of Y over (T,T , ι) as follows:
(i) An object of OC (Y/T ) is a quintuple (Z,Z, i, h, θ) where h : (Z,Z, i) → (T,T , ι) is a
morphism of widenings, and θ : Z → Y is a morphism over T .
(ii) A morphism f : (Z ′,Z ′, i′, h′, θ′)→ (Z,Z, i, h, θ) in OC(Y/T ) is a morphism f : (Z ′,Z ′, i′)→
(Z,Z, i) of widenings over (T,T , ι) such that θ ◦ fFp = θ
′.
(iii) A covering family in OC (Y/T ) is a family of morphisms {fλ : (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ)→ (Z,Z, i, h, θ)}λ
such that
— f∗λ,ZpNZ = NZλ for any λ,
— The family {fλ,Zp : Zλ,Q → ZQ}λ is an admissible covering,
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— The morphism (fλ,Fp , iλ) : Zλ → Z ×Z Zλ is an isomorphism for any λ.
Definition 1.3. Let (Z,Z, i) be a widening. Let J be the ideal of Z in Z. For an affine open
subset U = Spwf A ⊂ Z, let J := Γ(U ,J ). Choose a generating system f1, . . . , fm of J , and let
A[n] := A
[fn11 · · · fnmm
p
| (ni) ∈ N
m,
∑
i
ni = n
]†
.
Then U [n] := Spwf A[n] for all U in fact glue to each other ([31, Prop. 1.8]), and define a p-adic
weak formal scheme Z[n]′. Let Z[n] be the closed weak formal subscheme defined by the ideal
generated by p-torsion sections. Note that we have Z[n]′Q = Z[n]Q and ZQ =
⋃
nZ[n]Q. We
endow Z[n]′ and Z[n] with the pull-back log structure of Z, and let i[n] : Z[n] := Z[n]×Z Z →֒
Z[n] be the canonical exact closed immersion. Then the family {(Z[n],Z[n], i[n])}n forms a
direct system of widenings over (Z,Z, i), which we call the universal enlargements of (Z,Z, i).
If (Z,Z, i, h, θ) is an object of OC (Y/T ), then universal enlargements define a direct system
{(Z[n],Z[n], i[n], h[n], θ[n])}n in OC (Y/T ).
To a sheaf E on OC (Y/T ) and an object (Z,Z, i, h, θ) ∈ OC(Y/T ), one can associate a sheaf
EZ = E(Z,Z,i,h,θ) on ZQ by
Γ(Z[n]Q,EZ) := Γ((Z[n],Z[n], i[n], h[n], θ[n]),E ).
The structure sheaf OY/T on OC (Y/T ) is defined by Γ((Z,Z, i, h, θ),OY/T ) := Γ(ZQ,OZQ).
Definition 1.4. A log overconvergent isocrystal on Y over (T,T , ι) is an OY/T -module E on
OC (Y/T ), such that
— For any (Z,Z, i, h, θ) ∈ OC(Y/T ), the sheaf EZ on ZQ is a coherent locally free OZQ -
module,
— For any morphism f : (Z ′,Z ′, i′, h′, θ′)→ (Z,Z, i, h, θ), the natural morphism f∗EZ → EZ′
is an isomorphism.
A morphism f : E ′ → E of log overconvergent isocrystals is an OY/T -linear homomorphism. We
denote by
Isoc †(Y/T ) = Isoc †(Y/(T,T , ι))
the category of log overconvergent isocrystals on Y over (T,T , ι).
Let ̺ : (T ′,T ′, ι′)→ (T,T , ι) be a morphism of widenings and consider a commutative diagram
Y ′
ρ //

Y

T ′
̺Fp // T
Then we may regard an object of OC (Y ′/T ′) as an object of OC (Y/T ) via ρ and ̺. This defines
a cocontinuous functor OC (Y ′/T ′)→ OC(Y/T ), which induces a functor
(1.1) (ρ, ̺)∗ : Isoc †(Y/T )→ Isoc †(Y ′/T ′).
In particular, a morphism f : Y ′ → Y over T induces a functor
(1.2) f∗ := (f, id(T,T ,ι))
∗ : Isoc †(Y/T )→ Isoc †(Y ′/T ).
The endomorphism σ on (T,T , ι) defined by the absolute Frobenius FT on T and a Frobenius
lift σ on T together with the absolute Frobenius FY on Y induces a functor
(1.3) σ∗isoc := (FY , σ)
∗ : Isoc †(Y/T )→ Isoc †(Y/T ).
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Definition 1.5. A log overconvergent F -isocrystal on Y over (T,T , ι, σ) is a pair (E ,Φ) of a
log overconvergent isocrystal E ∈ Isoc †(Y/T ) and an isomorphism σ∗isocE
∼=
−→ E , which we call a
Frobenius structure on E . A morphism f : (E ′,Φ′)→ (E ,Φ) of log overconvergent F -isocrystals
is an OY/T -linear homomorphism f : E
′ → E is compatible with Frobenius structures. We denote
by
F Isoc †(Y/T ) = F Isoc †(Y/(T,T , ι, σ))
the category of log overconvergent F -isocrystals on Y over (T,T , ι, σ).
The structure sheaf OY/T with a Frobenius structure given by the natural identification
σ∗isocOY/T = OY/T provides a log overconvergent F -isocrystal, which we denote again by OY/T .
Definition 1.6. Let Y be a fine log scheme which is of Zariski type and of finite type over T .
For E ,E ′ ∈ Isoc †(Y/T ), the tensor product and internal Hom as OY/T -modules define the tensor
product and internal Hom in the category of overconvergent isocrystals. They are denoted by
E ⊗ E ′ and Hom(E ,E ′).
For (E ,Φ), (E ′,Φ′) ∈ F Isoc †(Y/T ), we define (E ,Φ)⊗ (E ′,Φ′) by
σ∗isoc(E ⊗ E
′) := σ∗isocE ⊗ σ
∗
isocE
′ Φ⊗Φ
′
−−−→ E ⊗ E ′,
and Hom((E ′,Φ′), (E ,Φ)) by
σ∗isocHom(E
′,E ) = Hom(σ∗isocE
′, σ∗isocE ) → Hom(E
′,E )
f 7→ Φ ◦ f ◦ Φ′−1.
We call E ∨ := Hom(E ,OY/T ) and (E ,Φ)
∨ := Hom((E ,Φ),OY/T ) the dual of E and (E ,Φ)
respectively.
Log overconvergent (F -)isocrystals can be interpreted as locally free sheaves with log connec-
tions on dagger spaces.
Definition 1.7. Let Y be a fine log scheme which is of Zariski type and of finite type over T .
A local embedding datum for Y over (T,T , ι) is a a finite family (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ)λ∈Λ of objects
in OC (Y/T ) such that {θλ : Zλ → Y }λ is a Zariski open covering with θ
∗
λNY = NZλ and the
morphisms hλ : Zλ → T are log smooth.
A local embedding F -datum for Y over (T,T , ι, σ) is a finite family (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ, φλ)λ∈Λ
consisting of a local embedding datum (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ)λ∈Λ and Frobenius lifts φλ on Zλ which
are compatible with σ.
Note that when T is affine and admits a chart, then local embedding (F -)data exist for any
fine log scheme over T ([31, Prop. 2.29]).
Definition 1.8. Let Z be a weak formal log scheme of Zariski type over T .
(i) For a coherent locally free sheaf E on ZQ an integrable log connection over T is an OTQ-linear
map
∇ : E → E ⊗OZQ ω
1
Z/T ,Q
such that
— ∇(fα) = f∇(α) + α⊗ df for local sections α ∈ E and f ∈ OZQ ,
— ∇1 ◦ ∇ = 0, where ∇1 : E ⊗ ω1Z/T ,Q → E ⊗ ω
2
Z/T ,Q is induced from ∇ by ∇(α ⊗ η) :=
∇(α) ∧ η + α⊗ dη for local sections α ∈ E and η ∈ ω1Z/T ,Q.
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(ii) We define the category MIC (Z/T ) as follows:
— An object of MIC (Z/T ) is a pair (E ,∇) of a coherent locally free sheaf E on ZQ and
an integrable log connection ∇ on E over T ,
— Amorphism f : (E ′,∇′)→ (E ,∇) in MIC (Z/T ) is anOZQ-linear homomorphism f : E
′ →
E is compatible with the log connections.
(iii) Assume that there is an endomorphism φ on Z which lifts the absolute Frobenius on Z×Z∅p
F∅p . Then φ on Z and σ on T together induce a functor φ
∗ : MIC (Z/T )→ MIC (Z/T ). Let
(E ,∇) ∈ MIC (Z/T ). A Frobenius structure on (E ,∇) is an isomorphism Φ: φ∗(E ,∇)
∼=
−→
(E ,∇) in MIC (Z/T ). We denote the category of such triples (E ,∇,Φ) by FMIC (Z/T ).
For an object (E ,∇,Φ) ∈ FMIC ((Z, φ)/(T , σ)), the composition E
φ∗
−→ φ∗E
Φ
−→ E together
with the action of φ on ω•Z/T ,Q induces a φ-semilinear endomorphism on E ⊗ ω
•
Z/T ,Q often
denoted by ϕ.
(iv) An object (E ,∇) ∈ MIC(Z/T ) (resp. (E ,∇,Φ) ∈ FMIC (Z/T )) is said to be overconvergent
if the corresponding stratification is so. See [31, Def. 2.14] and the construction before
Prop. 2.10 in loc. cit. We denote by MIC †(Z/T ) ⊂ MIC (Z/T ) (resp. FMIC †(Z/T ) ⊂
FMIC (Z/T )) the full subcategory of overconvergent objects.
Let Y be a fine log scheme which is of Zariski type and of finite type over T , and (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ)λ∈Λ
a local embedding datum for Y . For m ∈ N and λ = (λ0, . . . , λm) ∈ Λm+1, set
(1.4) (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ) := (Zλ0 ,Zλ0 , iλ0 , hλ0 , θλ0)× · · · × (Zλm ,Zλm , iλm , hλm , θλm),
where the product is taken in OC (Y/T ) (see [31, Prop. 2.20] for products in the log overcon-
vergent site). If Frobenius lifts φλ are given, let φλ be the Frobenius lift on Zλ induced by
φλ0 × · · · × φλm on Zλ0 ×T · · · ×T Zλm . We denote by
prj : (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ)→ (Zλj ,Zλj , iλj , hλj , θλj ) for 0 ≤ j ≤ m
prj,k : (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ)→ (Zλj ,Zλj , iλj , hλj , θλj )× (Zλk ,Zλk , iλk , hλk , θλk) for 0 ≤ j < k ≤ m,
the canonical projections.
Definition 1.9. Let Y be a fine log scheme which is of Zariski type and of finite type over T , and
(Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ)λ∈Λ a local embedding datum for Y . We define the category MIC
†((Zλ)λ∈Λ/T )
as follows:
— An object of MIC †((Zλ)λ∈Λ/T ) is a family {(Eλ,∇λ), ρλ0,λ1} of (Eλ,∇λ) ∈ MIC
†(Zλ/T )
for λ ∈ Λ and isomorphisms ρλ0,λ1 : pr
∗
1(Eλ1 ,∇λ1)
∼=
−→ pr∗0(Eλ0 ,∇λ0) for (λ0, λ1) ∈ Λ
2, such
that for any (λ0, λ1, λ2) ∈ Λ
3 the diagram
pr∗2(Eλ2 ,∇λ2)
pr∗0,2(ρλ0,λ2) //
pr∗1,2(ρλ1,λ2) ((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
pr∗0(Eλ0 ,∇λ0)
pr∗1(Eλ1 ,∇λ1)
pr∗0,1(ρλ0,λ1)
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
commutes.
— A morphism f : {(E ′λ,∇
′
λ), ρ
′
λ0,λ1
} → {(Eλ,∇λ), ρλ0,λ1} in MIC
†((Zλ)λ∈Λ/T ) is a family
f = {fλ}λ of morphisms fλ : (E
′
λ,∇
′
λ) → (Eλ,∇λ) in MIC
†(Zλ/T ) which are compatible
with ρ′λ0,λ1 and ρλ0,λ1 .
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Similarly we define the category FMIC †((Zλ, φλ)λ∈Λ/(T , σ)) for a local embedding F -datum
(Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ, φλ)λ∈Λ for Y .
Proposition 1.10 ([31, Cor. 2.31]). Let Y be a fine log scheme which is of Zariski type and
of finite type over T . For a local embedding datum (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ)λ∈Λ for Y , there exists a
canonical equivalence
(1.5) Isoc †(Y/T )
∼=
−→ MIC †((Zλ)λ∈Λ/T ).
For a local embedding F -datum (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ, φλ)λ∈Λ, there exist canonical equivalences
(1.6) F Isoc †(Y/T )
∼=
−→ FMIC †((Zλ, φλ)λ∈Λ/(T , σ)).
Definition 1.11. Let Y be a fine log scheme which is of Zariski type and of finite type over T ,
and let E ∈ Isoc †(Y/T ). Let (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ)λ∈Λ be a local embedding datum for Y over T ,
and for m ≥ 0 and λ = (λ0, . . . , λm) ∈ Λ
m+1 let (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ) be the product in OC(Y/T )
as in (1.4). Then
(Zm,Zm, im, hm, θm) :=
∐
λ∈Λm+1
(Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ)
for m ≥ 0 form a simplicial object (Z•,Z•, i•, h•, θ•) of OC (Y/T ). We define the log rigid
cohomology
RΓrig(Y/T ,E ) = RΓrig(Y/(T,T , ι),E )
of Y over T with coefficients in E to be the complex associated to the cosimplicial complex
RΓ(Z•,Q,EZ• ⊗ ω
⋆
Z•/T ,Q
). This is in fact independent of the choice of a local embedding datum
up to canonical quasi-isomorphisms (cf. [31, Prop. 2.33]), as an object of the derived category.
For (E ,Φ) ∈ F Isoc †(Y/T ), we may define
RΓrig(Y/T , (E ,Φ)) = RΓrig(Y/(T,T , ι), (E ,Φ))
in a similar manner by choosing a local embedding F -datum. The Frobenius structure defines a
σ-semilinear endomorphism ϕ on RΓrig(Y/T , (E ,Φ)).
Definition 1.12. (i) We define a category ModF (N) as follows: An object of ModF (N) is
an F -vector space equipped with a nilpotent F -linear endomorphism N called monodromy
operator. A morphism in ModF (N) is an F -linear map compatible with N .
We denote by ModfinF (N) the full subcategory of ModF (N) consisting of objects of finite
dimension.
(ii) We define a category ModF (ϕ,N) as follows: An object of ModF (ϕ,N) is an object of
ModF (N) equipped with a σ-semilinear endomorphism ϕ called Frobenius operator, such
that Nϕ = pϕN . A morphism in ModF (ϕ,N) is an F -linear map compatible with ϕ and
N .
We denote by ModfinF (ϕ,N) the full subcategory consisting of objects which are finite
dimensional and whose Frobenius operators are bijective.
Definition 1.13. (i) For any weak formal scheme Z of Zariski type over S, we define the
Kim–Hain complex ω•Z/W∅,Q[u] to be the CDGA on ZQ generated by ω
•
Z/W∅,Q and degree
zero elements u[i] for i ≥ 0 with relations
u[0] = 1, du[i+1] = −d log s · u[i], u[i] ∧ u[j] =
(i+ j)!
i!j!
u[i+j].
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LetN : ω•Z/W∅,Q[u]→ ω
•
Z/W∅,Q[u] be the ω
•
Z/W∅,Q-linear endomorphism defined by u
[i+1] 7→
u[i]. When a Frobenius lift φ on Z which is compatible with σ on S is given, we extend its
action on ω•Z/W∅,Q to ω
•
Z/W∅,Q[u] by u
[i] 7→ piu[i].
(ii) Let Y be a fine log scheme which is of Zariski type and of finite type over k0, and let
E ∈ Isoc †(Y/W∅). To a choice of local embedding datum for Y over S, we may associate
a simplicial object (Z•,Z•, i•, h•, θ•) of OC (Y/S) as in Definition 1.11. Note that we may
regard (Z•,Z•, i•, h•, θ•) as a simplicial object of OC (Y/W
∅), and this can be used to
compute log rigid cohomology of Y over W∅, since S is log smooth over W∅. The complex
associated to the cosimplicial complex RΓ(Z•,Q,EZ• ⊗ ω
⋆
Z•/W∅,Q
[u]) is independent of the
choice of a local embedding datum up to canonical quasi-isomrophisms, hence gives an
object RΓrigHK(Y,E ) of D
+(ModF (N)). We call it the rigid Hyodo–Kato cohomology of Y
with coefficients in E .
For (E ,Φ) ∈ F Isoc †(Y/T ), we may define RΓrigHK(Y, (E ,Φ)) in a similar manner by choos-
ing a local embedding F -datum. The Frobenius structure defines a σ-semilinear endomorph-
ism ϕ on RΓrigHK(Y, (E ,Φ)). Therefore RΓ
rig
HK(Y, (E ,Φ)) gives an object of D
+(ModF (ϕ,N)).
2. Log overconvergent isocrystals associated to log substructures
In this section, we discuss how to associate log overconvergent isocrystals to certain log sub-
structures of a given log structure.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a (weak formal) scheme and M a log structure on X. We say that
M is monogenic if locally on X there exists a chart of the form ψ : NX → M. We call ψ(1) a
(local) generator of M.
Definition 2.2. Let f : Z ′ → Z be a morphism of weak formal log schemes. For any log
substructure M ⊂ NZ′ , we denote by f+M the push forward as a sheaf of sets (not as a log
structure). Moreover, let f⋆M be the preimage of f+M under the morphism NZ → f+NZ′
induced by f . This is a log substructure of NZ .
Proposition 2.3. Let (Z,Z, i) be a widening and M ⊂ NZ a log substructure. Then i⋆M is
monogenic if M is.
For the proof we will need the following lemma:
Lemma 2.4. Let R be a noetherian ring with ideal I. Let A be a pseudo-wcfg algebra over R
and J ⊂ A an ideal of definition. Then an element x ∈ A is invertible if and only if its image
in A/J is invertible. In particular, the natural projection A× → (A/J)× is surjective.
Proof. For any x ∈ A, we denote by x the image of x in A/J . Let a ∈ A and assume that
a ∈ (A/J)×. Take an element b ∈ A such that b = a−1. Since ab = 1, we have ab ∈ 1 + J ⊂ A×.
Thus we have a ∈ A×. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Since the statement is local, we may assume that Z = Spwf A and Z =
SpecA/J are affine and M := Γ(Z,M) is generated by an element a ∈ M . Let N = Γ(Z,NZ),
M˜ := Γ(Z, i⋆M), and N˜ = Γ(Z,NZ). Moreover we may assume that
(2.1) N = N˜ ⊕f−1(A/J)× (A/J)
× = N˜ ⊕A× (A/J)
×,
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where f : N˜ → A/J is the natural map. Here we have f−1(A/J)× = A× by Lemma 2.4. Note
that N˜ → N and M˜ →M are surjective. For any γ ∈ N˜ , we denote by γ the image of γ in N .
We take an element α ∈ M˜ with α = a, and prove that α generates M˜ . For any β ∈ M˜ , we
have β = xar = xαr for some r ≥ 0 and x ∈ (A/J)×. By (2.1), this shows that there exists an
element y ∈ A× such that β = yαr. 
We have now established everything to associate an overconvergent isocrystal to a monogenic
substructure of a log structure. For this consider again a widening (T,T , ι) as a base.
Definition 2.5. Let Y be a fine log scheme which is of Zariski type and of finite type over
T , and M ⊂ NY a monogenic log substructure. For any object (Z,Z, i, h, θ) ∈ OC(Y/T ), the
log substructure i⋆θ
∗M⊂ NZ is monogenic by Proposition 2.3. Let OZ(M) be the locally free
OZ -module locally generated by a generator of i⋆θ
∗M. More precisely, we take an open covering
{Uλ}λ∈Λ of Z such that (i⋆θ
∗M)|Uλ is generated by a section aλ ∈ Γ(Uλ, i⋆θ
∗M). To this we may
associate an OUλ -module eaλOUλ where eaλ is a free generator. If we take another generator bλ
of (i⋆θ
∗M)|Uλ , there exists a unique element x ∈ Γ(Uλ,O
×
Z ) such that xbλ = aλ, and eaλ 7→ xebλ
induces a canonical isomorphism
(2.2) eaλOUλ
∼=
−→ ebλOUλ .
Let α : NZ → OZ be the structure morphism of the log structure. There is a canonical OUλ-linear
homomorphism
(2.3) eaλOUλ → OUλ , eaλ 7→ α(aλ).
For λ, λ′ ∈ Λ, the both of aλ and aλ′ generate (i⋆θ
∗M)|Uλ∩Uλ′ . Thus there is a canonical
isomorphism
(2.4) eaλOUλ∩Uλ′
∼= eaλ′OUλ∩Uλ′
as in (2.2). Therefore we may glue the modules eaλOUλ , λ ∈ Λ, via the isomorphisms (2.4). The
resulting locally free OZ -module is independent of the choice of generators aλ up to canonical
isomorphisms (2.2), and we denote it by OZ(M). It is clear that the homomorphisms (2.3) glue
as well resulting in a canonical OZ -linear homomorphism
(2.5) OZ(M)→ OZ .
We denote by OZQ(M) the locally free OZQ-module induced by OZ(M).
Let OY/T (M) be the sheaf on OC(Y/T ) such that OY/T (M)Z = OZQ(M). By construction
OY/T (M) is in fact a log overconvergent isocrystal on Y over (T,T , ι). The homomorphism
(2.5) induces a canonical OY/T -linear homomorphism
(2.6) OY/T (M)→ OY/T .
Let d : OZQ(M)→ OZQ(M)⊗ω
1
Z/T ,Q be the log connection corresponding to OY/T (M). Note
that this is compatible with the differential d on OZQ through the homomorphism (2.5), so there
is no risk of confusion. Locally, d is given by d(ea) = ea ⊗ d log a where a is a local generator of
i⋆θ
∗M.
Next we study the action of Frobenius in this context.
Lemma 2.6. Consider an F -widening (T,T , ι, σ) as a base, and let Y be a fine log scheme which
is of Zariski type and of finite type over T . There exists a canonical OY/T -linear homomorphism
(2.7) σ∗isoc(OY/T (M))→ OY/T (M).
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which is compatible with the canonical Frobenius structure σ∗isocOY/T → OY/T on OY/T .
Proof. Note that by definition we have
σ∗isoc(OY/T (M)) = OY/T (F
∗
YM)
where FY is the absolute Frobenius of Y . Since F
∗
YM is locally generated by the p-th power of
a local generator of M, we may write for any object (Z,Z, i, h, θ) ∈ OC(Y/T )
OZ(F
∗
YM)|U = eapOU , OZ(M)|U = eaOU(2.8)
by taking a generator a of (i⋆θ
∗M)|U for sufficiently small open subsets U ⊂ Z. Then the
morphisms for varying U
eapOU → eaOU ; eap 7→ a
p−1ea
are independent of the generator a. Therefore they glue to each other and define for any
(Z,Z, i, h, θ) an OZ -linear homomorphism
(2.9) OZ(F
∗
YM)→ OZ(M)
and hence an OY/T -linear homomorphism
(2.10) σ∗isoc(OY/T (M))→ OY/T (M).
By construction this is compatible with the canonical Frobenius structure σ∗isocOY/T → OY/T
on OY/T , via the natural homomorphism (2.6). 
Remark 2.7. Note that (2.10) is not a Frobenius structure in general, since it is not an iso-
morphism if M is nontrivial.
Definition 2.8. Let again (T,T , ι, σ) be an F -widening, let Y be a fine log scheme which is
of Zariski type and of finite type over T . For an object (Z,Z, i, h, θ) ∈ OC(Y/T ) such that Z
admits a Frobenius lift φ, we may define an OZ -linear isomorphism
(2.11) φ∗(OZ(M))
∼=
−→ OZ(F
∗
YM)
by φ∗ea 7→ eφ(a) under the local identities (2.8), where we note that φ(a) is a local generator
of i⋆θ
∗F ∗YM as well. Note that φ
∗ea denotes 1 ⊗ ea ∈ OZ ⊗φ−1OZ φ
−1OZ(M). Hence (2.11) is
well-defined because φ∗exa = φ(x)ea for any x ∈ O
×
Z . For any (E ,Φ) ∈ F Isoc
†(Y/T ), we denote
by
(2.12) ϕ : E (M)Z → E (M)Z
the composition of the natural φ-semilinear homomorphism E (M)Z → φ
∗(E (M)Z) and the
OZ -linear homomorphism
φ∗(E (M)Z) = φ
∗
EZ ⊗ φ
∗(OZ(M))→ EZ ⊗OZ(M) = E (M)Z
defined by (2.11), (2.9), and Φ on EZ . Note that (2.12) depends on φ.
The following definition will lay the groundwork to define compactly supported log rigid co-
homology. We loosely call it “log rigid cohomology supported towards M”.
Definition 2.9. Let (T,T , ι) be a widening, Y a fine log scheme which is of Zariski type and of
finite type over T , and M⊂ NY a monogenic log substructure.
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(i) For any E ∈ Isoc †(Y/T ), we set E (M) := E ⊗OY/T (M) and define the log rigid cohomology
with compact support towards M of Y over T with coefficients in E to be
RΓrig,M(Y/T ,E ) = RΓrig,M(Y/(T,T , ι),E ) := RΓrig(Y/(T,T , ι),E (M)).
For the case E = OY/T , we simply write
RΓrig,M(Y/T ) := RΓrig,M(Y/T ,OY/T ).
Suppose that a Frobenius lift σ on T is given. Let (E ,Φ) ∈ F Isoc †(Y/T ), and take
a local embedding F -datum (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ, φλ)λ for Y over T . Let (Z•,Z•, i•, h•, θ•)
and φ• be the associated simplicial object of OC (Y/T ) and the Frobenius lift on it, as
in Definition 1.11. Then ϕ : E (M)Zm → E (M)Zm of (2.12) and the endomorphisms on
ω•Zm/T ,Q induced by φm for m ≥ 0 together provide a σ-semilinear endomorphism
ϕ : RΓrig,M(Y/T ,E )→ RΓrig,M(Y/T ,E ),
which is independent of the choice of a local embedding F -datum. We denote by
RΓrig,M(Y/T , (E ,Φ)) = RΓrig,M(Y/(T,T , ι), (E ,Φ))
the complex RΓrig,M(Y/T ,E ) equipped with the endomorphism ϕ.
(ii) Assume that (T,T , ι, σ) = (k0,W∅, τ, σ). For any E ∈ Isoc †(Y/W∅), we define the Hyodo–
Kato cohomology with compact support towards M of Y with coefficients in E to be
RΓrigHK,M(Y,E ) := RΓ
rig
HK(Y,E (M)),
which is an object of D+(ModF (N)).
For any (E ,Φ) ∈ F Isoc †(Y/W∅), (2.12) and the association u[i] 7→ piu[i] together induce
a σ-semilinear endomorphism
ϕ : RΓrigHK,M(Y,E )→ RΓ
rig
HK,M(Y,E ).
We denote by RΓrigHK,M(Y, (E ,Φ)) the complex RΓ
rig
HK,M(Y,E ) equipped with the endo-
morphism ϕ. This is an object of D+(ModF (ϕ,N)).
3. Log rigid cohomology with compact support
In this section we will define and study log rigid cohomology with compact support for strictly
semistable log schemes. Here we recall the definition of a strictly semistabe log scheme. It will
be clear from the definition that the associated log structures are of Zariski type.
Definition 3.1. (i) For integers n > 1 and m > 0, let k0(n,m)→ k0 be the morphism of fine
log schemes induced by the diagram
Nn ⊕ Nm
α

N
α0

βoo
k[Nn ⊕ Nm] koo
where α0 is induced by the canonical chart of k
0, α is the natural inclusion, and β is the
composition of the diagonal map N→ Nn and the canonical injection Nn → Nn ⊕ Nm.
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(ii) A log scheme Y over k0 is called strictly semistable, if Zariski locally on Y there exists a
strict log smooth morphism Y → k0(n,m) over k0. We let MD ⊂ NY be the monogenic
log substructure locally generated by (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Nm. The divisor D defined by local
generators of MD is called the horizontal divisor of Y . The horizontal divisor can be
empty because we allow m = 0.
Definition 3.2. Let Y be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0. Let (T,T , ι) (resp.
(T,T , ι, σ)) be a widening (resp. an F -widening) equipped with a morphism Y → T . (For
example we consider (T,T , ι) = (k∅,W∅, ι), (k0,S, τ), (k0,W 0, τ0), (k
0, V ♯, τπ).) For any E ∈
Isoc †(Y/T ) (resp. (E ,Φ) ∈ F Isoc †(Y/T )), we define the log rigid cohomology with compact
support of Y over T with coefficients in E (resp. (E ,Φ)) to be
RΓrig,c(Y/T ,E ) = RΓrig,c(Y/(T,T , ι),E ) := RΓrig,MD(Y/(T,T , ι),E )(3.1)
(resp. RΓrig,c(Y/T , (E ,Φ)) = RΓrig,c(Y/(T,T , ι), (E ,Φ)) := RΓrig,MD(Y/(T,T , ι), (E ,Φ))).
Definition 3.3. Let Y be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0. For any E ∈
Isoc †(Y/W∅) (resp. (E ,Φ) ∈ F Isoc †(Y/W∅)), we define the rigid Hyodo–Kato cohomology
with compact support of Y with coefficients in E (resp. (E ,Φ)) to be
RΓrigHK,c(Y,E ) := RΓ
rig
HK,MD
(Y,E )(3.2)
(resp. RΓrigHK,c(Y, (E ,Φ)) := RΓ
rig
HK,MD
(Y, (E ,Φ))).
For a choice of a uniformiser π ∈ V , we use notations
Isoc †(Y/V ♯)π := Isoc
†(Y/(k0, V ♯, τπ))
for a fine log scheme Y over k0 and
RΓrig(Y/V
♯,E )π := RΓrig(Y/(k
0, V ♯, τπ),E )
for E ∈ Isoc †(Y/V ♯)π.
We recall that a branch of p-adic logarithm over K is a group homomorphism log : K× → K
whose restriction to 1 +m is given by the Taylor expansion of the logarithm function.
Definition 3.4. Let Y be a fine log scheme which is of Zariski type and of finite type over k0, π ∈
V a uniformiser, and log : K× → K a branch of p-adic logarithm over K. Let E ∈ Isoc †(Y/W∅)
and denote its inverse image to Isoc †(Y/V ♯)π again by E . The association u
[i] 7→ (− log π)
i
i!
induces a morphism
Ψπ,log : RΓ
rig
HK(Y,E )→ RΓrig(Y/V
♯,E )π.
If Y is proper and strictly semistable, we moreover obtain
Ψπ,log : RΓ
rig
HK,c(Y,E )→ RΓrig,c(Y/V
♯,E ).
We call these morphisms the rigid Hyodo–Kato map.
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As in the case without compact support, there exists a diagram
(3.3)

RΓrig,c(Y/W
∅,E )
uu❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦
 ))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙

RΓrig,c(Y/W
0,E ) RΓrigHK,c(Y,E )
oo
Ψπ,log //

RΓrig,c(Y/V
♯,E )π,

RΓrig,c(Y/S,E )
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
(∗)
where all triangles except for (∗) commute. The triangle (∗) commutes if log is taken to be
log(π) = 0.
In order to show that Ψπ,log induces a quasi-isomorphism after tensoring with K, we compute
the cohomology with compact support of a strictly semistable log scheme by cohomology without
compact support of horizontal divisors.
Let Y be a stirctly semistable log scheme over k0 with the horizontal divisor D. Let Y =⋃
i∈ΥY
Yi and D =
⋃
j∈ΥD
Dj be irreducible decompositions. Let (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ, φλ)λ∈Λ be a
local embedding F -datum for Y over (k0,S, τ, σ), and (Z•,Z•, i•, h•, θ•) the associated simplicial
object of OC (Y/S) with Frobenius lifts φ•. To any m ∈ N and i ∈ ΥY , we may naturally
associate a divisor Ym,i of Zm lifting Yi. Indeed, each irreducible component defines a monogenic
log substructure Mi ⊂ NY , and hence im,⋆θ
∗
mMi is also monogenic, and the image of its local
generators in OZm define a divisor Ym,i. Similarly, to any j ∈ ΥD we may associate a divisor
Dm,j of Zm. Note that Ym,i and Dm,j can be empty.
We denote by Y ♭ the log scheme whose underlying scheme is that of Y and whose log structure
is generated by log substructures corresponding to all i ∈ ΥY . Similarly, we denote by Z
♭
m the
weak formal log scheme whose underlying weak formal scheme is that of Zm and whose log
structure is associated to Ym :=
⋃
i∈ΥY
Ym,i. For J ⊂ ΥD, let
DJ :=
⋂
j∈J
Dj , Dm,J :=
⋂
j∈J
Dm,j .
Endow DJ with the pull-back log structure from Y
♭, denoted by D♭J . Similarly, we denote by
D♭m,J the weak formal log scheme given by Dm,J equipped with the pull-back log structure of
Z♭m. For r ∈ N, let
D(r),♭ :=
∐
J⊂ΥD,|J |=r
D♭J , D
(r),♭
m :=
∐
J⊂ΥD,|J |=r
D♭m,J ,
and ι
(r)
m : D
(r),♭
m,Q → Z
♭
m,Q be the canonical morphism. Note that we define D
(0),♭ := Y ♭ and
D
(0),♭
m := Z♭m for r = 0. Then the complexes ι
(r)
m,∗ω
•
D
(r),♭
m /W∅,Q
and ι
(r)
m,∗ω
•
D
(r),♭
m /S,Q
for r ∈ N form
cosimplicial complexes ι
(•)
m,∗ω
⋆
D
(•),♭
m /W∅,Q
and ι
(•)
m,∗ω
⋆
D
(•),♭
m /S,Q
of sheaves on Zm,Q.
Moreover, we let
Zm,0 := Zm ×S W
0, D
(r),♭
m,0 := D
(r),♭
m ×S W
0,
Zm,π := Zm ×S,jπ V
♯, D(r),♭m,π := D
(r),♭
m ×S,jπ V
♯,
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and let ι
(r)
m,0 : D
(r),♭
m,0,Q → Zm,0,Q and ι
(r)
m,π : D
(r),♭
m,π,Q → Zm,π,Q be the canonical morphisms. Then
we obtain cosimplicial complexes ι
(•)
m,0,∗ω
⋆
D
(•),♭
m,0 /W
0,Q
on Zm,0,Q and ι
(•)
m,π,∗ω
⋆
D
(•),♭
m,π /V ♯,Q
on Zm,π,Q.
Lemma 3.5. The composition of natural morphisms
(3.4) OZm,Q(MD)⊗ ω
⋆
Zm/W∅,Q → ω
⋆
Zm/W∅,Q → ι
(•)
m,∗ω
⋆
D
(•),♭
m /W∅,Q
,
where the first morphism is induced by (2.5), is a quasi-isomorphism.
Similarly we have quasi-isomorphisms
OZm,Q(MD)⊗ ω
⋆
Zm/W∅,Q[u]→ ι
(•)
m,∗ω
⋆
D
(•),♭
m /W∅,Q
[u],(3.5)
OZm,Q(MD)⊗ ω
⋆
Zm/S,Q → ι
(•)
m,∗ω
⋆
D
(•),♭
m /S,Q
,(3.6)
OZm,0,Q(MD)⊗ ω
⋆
Zm,0/W 0,Q
→ ι
(•)
m,0,∗ω
⋆
D
(•),♭
m,0 /W
0,Q
,(3.7)
OZm,π,Q(MD)⊗ ω
⋆
Zm,π/V ♯,Q
→ ι
(•)
m,π,∗ω
⋆
D
(•),♭
m,π /V ♯,Q
.(3.8)
Proof. We only prove the statement for (3.4) as an example. The statement for (3.6), (3.7), and
(3.8) can be proved similarly. The statement for (3.5) follows from (3.4) by the acyclic assembly
lemma [12, Lem. 3.3] and the description of Kim–Hain complexes as double complexes (cf. [12,
Lem. 3.8]).
It is enough to show that the sequence of OZm,Q-modules
0→ OZm,Q(MD)⊗ ω
k
Zm/W∅,Q → ι
(0)
m,∗ω
k
D
(0),♭
m /W∅,Q
→ ι
(1)
m,∗ω
k
D
(1),♭
m /W∅,Q
→ ι
(2)
m,∗ω
k
D
(2),♭
m /W∅,Q
→ · · ·
is exact for any k > 0. Zariski locally on Zm there exists a strict e´tale morphism Zm →
S(n, n′) ×W∅ W [N
ℓ]†,∅, and ωkZm/W∅ and ω
k
D
(r),♯
m /W∅
coincide with the pull-back of the corres-
ponding sheaves for S(n, n′)×W∅ W [N
ℓ]†,∅. Thus we may assume that
Z = S(n, n′)×W∅ W [N
ℓ]†,∅ = S(n)×W∅ Vn′ ×W∅ W [N
ℓ]†,∅,
where S(n) := S(n, 0) and Vn′ is SpwfW [Nn
′
]† endowed with the log structure associated to the
natural map Nn
′
→W [Nn
′
]†. Then v := (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Nn
′
generates im,⋆θ
∗
mMD. Let V ⊂ Vn′ the
closed weak formal subscheme defined by v, and for r > 0 let V(r) be the disjoint union of all
intersections of r irreducible components of V endowed with the trivial log structure. Then we
have
D(r),♭ = S(n)×W∅ V
(r) ×W∅ W [N
ℓ]†,∅.
Since
OZm,Q(MD)⊗ ω
k
Zm/W∅,Q =
⊕
i,j∈N
ωiS(n)/W∅,Q ⊗ v · ω
j
Vn′/W
∅,Q ⊗ ω
k−i−j
W [Nℓ]†,∅/W∅,Q
,
ωk
D(r),♭/W∅,Q =
⊕
i,j∈N
ωiS(n)/W∅,Q ⊗ ω
j
V(r)/W∅,Q
⊗ ωk−i−j
W [Nℓ]†,∅/W∅,Q
,
it suffices to show that
0→ v · ωjVn′/W∅,Q
→ ωj
V(0)/W∅,Q
→ ωj
V(1)/W∅,Q
→ ωj
V(2)/W∅,Q
→ · · ·
is exact. Since Vn′ = (V1)
n′ , this follows by the Ku¨nneth formula from the case for V1 =
SpwfW [v]†,∅, which can be checked by direct computation. 
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Proposition 3.6. Let Y be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0. The quasi-isomorphisms
in Lemma 3.5 induce canonical quasi-isomorphisms
RΓrig,c(Y/W
∅)
∼
−→ RΓrig(D
(⋆),♭/W∅),
RΓrigHK,c(Y )
∼
−→ RΓrigHK(D
(⋆),♭),
RΓrig,c(Y/S)
∼
−→ RΓrig(D
(⋆),♭/S),
RΓrig,c(Y/W
0)
∼
−→ RΓrig(D
(⋆),♭/W 0),
RΓrig,c(Y/V
♯)π
∼
−→ RΓrig(D
(⋆),♭/V ♯)π.
Proof. Since D
(r),♭
m for m ≥ 0 give a local embedding datum for D(r),♭ over S, we have
RΓrig(D
(r),♭/W∅) = RΓ(D
(r),♭
•,Q , ω
⋆
D
(r),♭
(•)
/W∅,Q
) = RΓ(Z•,Q, ι
(r)
•,∗ω
⋆
D
(r),♭
• /W∅,Q
).
Thus the first quasi-isomorphism of the proposition follows from Lemma 3.5. Other quasi-
isomorphisms can be given similarly. 
In particular there exists the following spectral sequences:
Ei,j1 = H
j
rig(D
(i),♭/W∅) =⇒ H i+jrig,c(Y/W
∅),
Ei,j1 = H
rig,j
HK (D
(i),♭) =⇒ Hrig,i+jHK,c (Y ),
Ei,j1 = H
j
rig(D
(i),♭/S) =⇒ H i+jrig,c(Y/S),(3.9)
Ei,j1 = H
j
rig(D
(i),♭/W 0) =⇒ H i+jrig,c(Y/W
0),
Ei,j1 = H
j
rig(D
(i),♭/V ♯)π =⇒ H
i+j
rig,c(Y/V
♯)π.
Before we state the consequences of Proposition 3.6, we introduce the notion of unipotent
isocrystals as a reasonable class of coefficients.
Definition 3.7. Let (T,T , ι) be a widening and let Y be a fine log scheme which is of Zariski
type and of finite type over T . A log overconvergent isocrystal E ∈ Isoc †(Y/T ) is said to
be unipotent if it is written as an iterated extension of OY/T . When we consider a Frobenius
lift on T , a log overconvergent F -isocrystal (E ,Φ) ∈ F Isoc †(Y/T ) is said to be unipotent if
the underlying isocrystal E is so. We denote by Isoc †(Y/T )unip (resp. F Isoc †(Y/T )unip) the
category of unipotent log overconvergent isocrystals (resp. F -isocrystals).
Corollary 3.8. Let Y be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0 and E ∈ Isoc †(Y/W∅)unip.
By abuse of notation we denote by E also the unipotent log overconvergent isocrysal obtained via
any base change.
(i) The map RΓrigHK,c(Y,E )→ RΓrig,c(Y/W
0,E ) is a quasi-isomorphism.
(ii) The morphisms in (3.3) induce quasi-isomorphisms
RΓrig,c(Y/S,E )⊗F{s},s 7→0 F
∼=
−→ RΓrig,c(Y/W
0,E ),
RΓrig,c(Y/S,E )⊗F{s},s 7→π K
∼=
−→ RΓrig,c(Y/V
♯,E )π,
RΓrigHK,c(Y,E )⊗F F{s}
∼=
−→ RΓrig,c(Y/S,E ).
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(iii) For any branch of the p-adic logarithm log overK, the map Ψπ,log induces a quasi-isomorphism
Ψπ,log,K : RΓ
rig
HK,c(Y,E )⊗F K
∼=
−→ RΓrig,c(Y/V
♯,E )π.
(iv) The cohomology groups H irig,c(Y/W
∅,E ), Hrig,iHK,c(Y,E ), H
i
rig,c(Y/W
0,E ) are finite dimen-
sional F -vector spaces, H irig,c(Y/S,E ) is a free F{s}-module of finite rank, and H
i
rig,c(Y/V
♯,E )π
is a finite dimensional K-vector space.
(v) When we consider a Frobenius structure Φ on E , the induced Frobenius operator ϕ on
Hrig,iHK,c(Y, (E ,Φ)) is bijective.
Proof. Since E is unipotent, (i)–(iv) can be reduced to the case E = OY/W∅ . Moreover by [31,
Prop. 3.12] (v) is also reduced to the case E = OY/W∅ . In this case the assertions follow from
the corresponding ones for non-compact supported cohomology [12, Cor. 3.19, Lem. 3.20, Lem.
3.22, Lem. 4.7] via the spectral sequences (3.9). 
Remark 3.9. [3, Lem. 1.4] implies that Db(ModfinF (ϕ,N)) is equivalent to the full subcat-
egory of Db(ModF (ϕ,N)) consisting objects whose cohomology groups belong to Mod
fin
F (ϕ,N).
(Compare also [2, Thm. 3.2], [10, Thm. 2.17].) Therefore by the corollary we may regard
RΓHK,c(Y, (E ,Φ)) as an object ofD
b(ModfinF (ϕ,N)). Similarly, we may regardRΓrig,c(Y/W
0, (E ,Φ))
and RΓrig,c(Y/W
∅, (E ,Φ)) as objects of Db(ModfinF (ϕ)).
The following proposition can be interpreted as the contravariant functoriality for proper
morphisms and the covariant functoriality for open immersions.
Proposition 3.10. Let (T,T , ι) be a widening equipped with a morphism k0 → T . Let f : Y ′ →
Y be a morphism between proper strictly semistable log schemes over k0 with horizontal divisors
D′ and D. Let E ∈ Isoc †(Y/T ).
(i) If D′ = f∗D, then f induces a canonical morphism
(3.10) RΓrig,c(Y/T ,E )→ RΓrig,c(Y
′/T , f∗E ).
When (T,T , ι) = (k∅,W∅, ι) we also have
(3.11) RΓrigHK,c(Y,E )→ RΓ
rig
HK,c(Y
′, f∗E ).
(ii) Suppose that f is identity as a morphism of underlying schemes and that D is a union of
horizontal components of D′. Then f induces a canonical morphism
(3.12) RΓrig,c(Y
′/T , f∗E )→ RΓrig,c(Y/T ,E ).
When (T,T , ι) = (k∅,W∅, ι) we also have
(3.13) RΓrigHK,c(Y
′, f∗E )→ RΓrigHK,c(Y,E ).
Proof. (i) follows from OY ′/T (MD′) = f
∗OY/T (MD) by the functoriality of log rigid cohomology
with coefficients [31, (2.32)].
We will prove (ii). Let (Z ′λ,Z
′
λ, i
′
λ, h
′
λ, θ
′
λ) be a local embedding datum for Y
′ over T , and
(Z ′•,Z
′
•, i
′
•, h
′
•, θ
′
•) the associated simplicial object. For m ≥ 0 we denote by Zm the underlying
weak formal scheme of Z ′m equipped with the log structure NZ′m := i
′
m,⋆f
∗NY . Then we may
compute the log rigid cohomology of Y by Z•.
For any E ∈ Isoc †(Y/T ), we have (f∗E )Z′m = EZm and there exists a natural morphism
(f∗E )Z′m ⊗ OZ′m(MD′) ⊗ ω
•
Z′m/T ,Q
→ EZm ⊗ OZm(MD) ⊗ ω
•
Zm/T ,Q
on Z ′m,Q = Zm,Q. This
induces the desired morphism. 
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To conclude this section, we see the compatibility of the product structure with Frobenius and
monodromy.
Proposition 3.11. Let Y be a strictly semistable log scheme over k0, and E ,E ′ ∈ Isoc †(Y/W∅).
The product structure on the Kim–Hain complex induces a morphism
(3.14) RΓrigHK(Y,E )⊗RΓ
rig
HK(Y,E
′)→ RΓrigHK(Y,E ⊗ E
′)
in D+(ModF (N)). When we consider Frobenius structures on E and E
′, this gives a morphism
in D+(ModF (ϕ,N)).
Proof. Let (Zj ,Zj , ij , hj , θj) ∈ OC(Y/S) for j = 1, 2 and (Z,Z, i, h, θ) := (Z1,Z1, i1, h1, θ1) ×
(Z2,Z2, i2, h2, θ2). Let pj : Z → Zj be the projections. Then there is a natural map
γ : p−11 (EZ1 ⊗ ω
•
Z1/W∅,Q
[u])⊗ p−12 (E
′
Z2 ⊗ ω
•
Z2/W∅,Q
[u])→ EZ ⊗ E
′
Z ⊗ ω
•
Z/W∅,Q[u]
given by (α1 ⊗ η1) ⊗ (α2 ⊗ η2) 7→ p
∗
1α1 ⊗ p
∗
2α2 ⊗ (p
∗
1η1 ∧ p
∗
2η2). Using this, we may define the
morphism (3.14) in a similar manner as in [35, (25.3.2)].
The compatibility with the additional structures immediately follows from construction. Note
that the compatibility with the monodromy operators is given by
N(u[i] ∧ u[j]) =
(i+ j)!
i!j!
u[i+j−1] =
(i+ j − 1)!
(i− 1)!j!
u[i+j−1] +
(i+ j − 1)!
i!(j − 1)!
u[i+j−1]
= N(u[i]) ∧ u[j] + u[i] ∧N(u[j]).

As a particular case, suppose that Y is proper and E ∈ Isoc †(Y/W∅)unip. Then the natural
morphism E ⊗ E ∨(MD)→ OY/W∅(MD) induces a morphism
(3.15) RΓrigHK(Y,E )⊗RΓ
rig
HK,c(Y,E
∨)→ RΓrigHK,c(Y ).
in D+(ModfinF (N)). When we consider a Frobenius structure Φ on E , this gives a morphism
(3.16) RΓrigHK(Y, (E ,Φ))⊗RΓ
rig
HK,c(Y, (E
∨,Φ∨))→ RΓrigHK,c(Y ).
in D+(ModfinF (ϕ,N)).
4. Crystalline cohomology with compact support revisited
In this section we will provide an interpretation of Yamashita–Yasuda’s construction of crys-
talline cohomology with compact support [33], which is closer to the rigid construction above.
In the following, we will cinsider in more detail definition of log crystalline cohomology used in
[12, §6] which is a slight generalisation of the definitions in [28] and as such will be very useful
for comparison with log convergent cohomology. For a non-logarithmic version compare [8, §7].
Let T →֒ T be an exact closed immersion (not necessarily homeomorphic) of a fine log scheme
T over Fp into a noetherian fine formal log scheme T over Zp. Assume that T = Spf A is
affine. Let I ⊂ A be the ideal of T in T and take an ideal of definition J of T . Let APD be
the J -adic completion of the PD-envelope of A with respect to I over Zp (which is enodwed
with the canonical PD-structure on pZp). We denote by γ the PD-structure on APD. Set
TPD := Spf APD equipped with the pull-back log structure of that on T . Denote by TPD,n the
closed log subscheme of TPD defined by the ideal J
nAPD. For a fine log scheme Y over T the
log crystalline site (Y/TPD,n)cris is defined as usual. To define its “limit” we follow definitions in
[28, Def. 1.2 and 1.4], which is the logarithmic version of [8, 7.17 Def.].
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Definition 4.1. Let Y be a fine log scheme over T .
(i) The log crystalline site (Y/TPD)cris has as objects quadruples (U,L, i, δ) where U is a strictly
e´tale fine log scheme over Y , L is a fine log scheme over TPD,n for some n, i : U →֒ L is
an exact closed immersion over TPD, and δ is a PD-structure on the ideal of U in L which
is compatible with γ. Morphisms in (Y/TPD)cris are defined in the usual way. Covering
families are induced by the e´tale topology on L.
(ii) A sheaf F on (Y/TPD)cris is equivalent to a data of sheaves (with respect to the e´tale
topology) FL on L for each (U,L, i, δ) ∈ (Y/TPD)cris and appropriate transition maps. An
OY/TPD-module E is a crystal on Y over TPD if for any f : (U
′, L′, i′, δ′) → (U,L, i, δ) in
(Y/TPD)cris the natural homomorphism f
∗EL → EL′ is an isomorphism.
(iii) The category Crys(Y/TPD)Q of isocrystals on Y over TPD is defined as follows: An object
of Crys(Y/TPD)Q is a crystal E on Y over TPD such that EL is of finite presentation for any
(U,L, i, δ) ∈ (Y/TPD)cris, and morphisms in Crys(Y/TPD)Q are defined by
HomCrys(Y/TPD)Q(E ,E
′) := Homsheaf(E ,E
′)⊗Z Q.
(iv) Assume that TPD is endowed with a lift σ : TPD → TPD of the absolute Frobenius on TPD
modulo p. Together with the absolute Frobenius FY of Y it induces a morphism of topoi
σ∗cris :
˜(Y/TPD)cris →
˜(Y/TPD)cris. In this situation, an F -crystal on (Y/TPD) is a crystal E
together with a OY/TPD-linear map
Φ : σ∗crisE → E
such that there exists an integer i > 0 and a map OY/TPD-linear V : E → σ
∗
crisE with
V ◦ Φ = pi.
Remark 4.2. Let Tn be the closed subscheme of T defined by J
n. According to [12, Rem. 6.2]
TPD,n coincides with the log PD-envelope of T →֒ Tn over Zp if n is large enough.
Let Y be a fine log scheme over T and E a crystal on (Y/TPD)cris. The crystalline cohomology of
E is the cohomology of E on the crystalline site (Y/TPD)cris and similarly for the finite versions.
Analogous to the non-logarithmic version in [8, 7.19 Prop.] we have
(4.1) RΓcris(Y/TPD,E ) ∼= holimRΓcris(Y/TPD,n,E )
if E is locally quasi-coherent.
Definition 4.3. Let Y be a fine log scheme over T . Assume a monogenic log substructure
M ⊂ NY is given. Let (U,L, i, δ) be an object of the log crystalline site (Y/TPD)cris. One has
NU/O
×
U
∼= NL/O
×
L on Ue´t
∼= Le´t . Hence the local generator aU ofM on U lifts to a local section
aL of NL. Let OL(M) be the locally free OL-module generated by the image of aL under the
structure morphism NL → OL.
Define the sheaf OY/TPD(M) on the log crystalline site (Y/TPD)cris by setting
Γ
(
(U,L, i, δ),OY/TPD (M)
)
:= Γ(L,OL(M)).
Similar to the rigid case, this is a crystal on (Y/TPD)cris by definition.
The following definition will lay the groundwork to define compactly supported log crystalline
cohomology. We loosely call it “log crystalline cohomology supported towards M”.
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Definition 4.4. Let Y be a fine log scheme over T . Assume a monogenic log substructure
M⊂ NY is given. For a crystal E on (Y/TPD)cris set E (M) := E ⊗ OY/TPD(M) and define
RΓcris,M(Y/TPD,E ) := RΓcris(Y/TPD,E (M)).
If E = OY/TPD , E is omitted in the notation, and we simply write RΓcris,M(Y/TPD).
Remark 4.5. Let Y be a fine log smooth log scheme over T which is saturated and locally of
finite type over TPD. Let D be a relative normal crossing divisor on Y over T [33, §2.2.5] and
assume given a monomorphism MD →֒ NY where MD is the log structure associated to D as
in Definition 3.1. Then we could also have used the following definition, which coincides with
the definitions in [33, Def. 3.1].
Let KY/TPD,MD be the ideal sheaf of the crystalline structure sheaf OY/TPD given on a PD-
thickening (U,L, i, δ) as the ideal generated by the image of a lift aL of the local generator aU
of MD under the structure morphism NL → OL.
Then for any crystal E on the restricted crystalline site [29, §6], one can prove that the sheaf
KY/T,MDE is a crystal as in [29, Lem. 5.3]. By the equivalence between the categories of crystals
on the usual and restricted crystalline site [5, VI. Rem. 2.1.4, Prop. 1.6.3] one obtains a crystal
in the usual sense, which coincides with E (MD).
As a first application, we discuss log crystalline cohomology with compact support for a strictly
semistable log scheme over k0 [33, §4.2.2] via the log crystalline site (Y/W 0)cris, which is obtained
from Definition 4.1 by setting (T →֒ T ) = (k0 →W 0), with the ideals (p) = J = I. Because W
is already p-adically complete and the ideal (p) has divided powers we have TPD = W
0 as well.
Note that in this case the log scheme Y is as nice as one can wish for: it is locally of finite type
over k0, fine and of Cartier type over T = k0 (or equivalently universally saturated [18, (4.8)]).
Definition 4.6. Let Y be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0 with horizontal divisor
D as in Definition 3.1, and E a crystal on (Y/W 0)cris. The compactly supported log crystalline
cohomology of Y over W 0 with coefficients in E is
RΓcris,c(Y/W
0,E ) := RΓcris,MD(Y/W
0,E ).
If E = OY/W 0 , we simply write RΓcris,c(Y/W
0) := RΓcris,MD(Y/W
0).
Remark 4.7. With the same argument as in Remark 4.5, one sees that the definition above is
a variant of a special case of the compactly supported crystalline cohomology introduced in [29,
Def. 5.4]. Hence, it satisfies Poincare´ duality:
Let Y be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0 of pure dimension n. For a locally free
crystal E on (Y/W 0)cris denote by E
∨ := Hom(E ,OY/W 0) its dual. Then there is a canonical
homomorphism
TrY/k0 : H
2n
cris,c(Y/W
0)→W
called trace, such that the pairing induced by the cup product and the trace morphism
H icris(Y/W
0,E )×H2n−icris,c (Y/W
0,E ∨)→W
is perfect [29, Prop. 5.5 and Thm. 5.6].
Let D(⋆),♭ be defined as in the previous section: Denote by Y ♭ the log scheme whose underlying
scheme is that of Y and whose log structure is generated by its irreducible components ΥY . For
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a subset J ⊂ ΥD of irreducible components of D let D
♭
J be the intersection
⋂
j∈J Dj endowed
with the pull back log structure from Y ♭. For r ∈ N, respectively 0, set
D(r),♭ :=
∐
J⊂ΥD,|J |=r
D♭J , D
(0),♭ := Y ♭.(4.2)
Lemma 4.8. There is a quasi-isomorphism
(4.3) η : RΓcris,c(Y/W
0)
∼
−→ RΓcris(D
(⋆),♭/W 0)
which induces a spectral sequence
Ei,j1 = H
j
cris(D
(i),♭/W 0) =⇒ H i+jcris,c(Y/W
0).
Proof. This is [33, Prop. 10.6]. 
Next we discuss the action of Frobenius on the cohomology RΓcris,c(Y/W
0) for a proper strictly
semistable log scheme Y over k0.
Lemma 4.9. There is an OY/W 0-linear homomorphism
σ∗crisOY/W 0(MD)→ OY/W 0(MD)
which is compatible with the canonical morphism σ∗crisOY/W 0 → OY/W 0.
Proof. Similar to the rigid case, we have
σ∗crisOY/W 0(MD)
∼= OY/W 0(F
∗
YMD).
By uniqueness up to units of the local generators ofMD and F
∗
YMD respectively, we obtain the
desired OY/S-linear homomorphism σ
∗
crisOY/W 0(MD) → OY/W 0(MD) which is by construction
compatible with the canonical morphism σ∗crisOY/W 0 → OY/W 0 . 
Corollary 4.10. Let (E ,Φ) be an F -crystal on (Y/W 0)cris. There is an OY/W 0-linear homo-
morphism
(4.4) Φ : σ∗crisE (MD) = σ
∗
crisE ⊗ σ
∗
crisOY/W 0(MD)→ E ⊗ OY/W 0(MD) = E (MD)
compatible with the canonical morphism σ∗crisOY/W 0 → OY/W 0.
Definition 4.11. Let Y be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0 and (E ,Φ) an F -
crystal on (Y/W 0)cris. The Frobenius action
ϕ : RΓcris,c(Y/W
0,E )→ RΓcris,c(Y/W
0,E )
is induced by the absolute Frobenius FY on Y and the Frobenius σ on W
0 and the morphism
(4.4). More precisely, ϕ is given as the composition
RΓcris(Y/W
0,E (MD))
σ
−→ RΓcris(Y
(σ)/W 0,E (MD)
(σ))
F ∗
Y/k0
−−−−→
→ RΓcris(Y/W
0, σ∗crisE (MD))
Φ
−→ RΓcris(Y/W
0,E (MD)).
Lemma 4.12. Let Y be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0. Then the Frobenius
action induces a rational quasi-isomorphism
ϕ : RΓcris,c(Y/W
0)Q
∼
−→ RΓcris,c(Y/W
0)Q.
Proof. This is [33, Lem. 10.8] and follows from the bijectivity in the non-compactly supported
case [17, Prop. 2.24] via the quasi-isomorphism (4.3). 
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In order to provide the Hyodo–Kato map we are lead to study in more detail the situation
of a strictly semistable scheme over the complete discrete valuation ring V . Consider the exact
closed immersion (T →֒ T ) = (V ♯1 →֒ V
♯) of log schemes induced by reduction modulo p with
ideals I = J = (p). For the same reasons as above TPD is again V
♯. For a fine log scheme X
over V ♯, we will consider the log crystalline site (X1/V
♯)cris.
As in [12, Def. 6.3 (3) and (4)], we will consider crystalline sites over two different affine
(formal) log schemes on which intermediate objects for the Hyodo–Kato map are defined.
Definition 4.13. Consider the exact closed immersion of fine log schemes (T →֒ T ) = (V ♯1 →֒
Spf Ŵ [s]) where Ŵ [s] denotes the p-adic completion given by the ideal (p, f) where f = se +∑e−1
i=0 ais
i ∈ W [s] is the Eisenstein polynomial of a uniformiser π of V . As described at the
beginning of the section, we obtain a ring R′PD by completing with respect to the ideal J = (p)
the PD-envelope of (V ♯1 →֒ Spf Ŵ [s]) for the ideal I = (p, f). Its PD-ideal I
′[1] is given as the
closure of (p, f
n
n! | n > 1) = (p,
sen
n! | n > 1). There is a lifting of Frobenius σ to R
′
PD induced by
s 7→ sp extending the canonical Frobenius on W which is a PD-morphism with respect to the
ideal I ′[1].
Denote by S ′PD the formal scheme Spf R
′
PD with the log structure generated by s, and by S
′
PD,n
its reduction modulo pn.
Note that in the above definitions PD-schemes V ♯, W 0, and S ′PD are all p-adically complete.
In the first two cases, the ideal generated by p coincides with the PD-ideal. This turns out to
be important for a comparison with rigid cohomology. The reason is that such a comparison
usually passes through convergent cohomology, where formal schemes are used. Therefore the
need arises to replace S ′PD with a base which is (p, f)-adically complete.
Definition 4.14. Consider the exact closed immersion of fine log schemes (T →֒ T ) = (V ♯1 →֒ S)
given by the ideal (p, f) where f = se +
∑e−1
i=0 ais
i ∈ W [s] is the Eisenstein polynomial of a
uniformiser π of V . Let J = I = (p, f) and denote by SPD := Spf RPD the log scheme obtained
by completing the the PD-envelope of (V ♯1 →֒ S) with respect to the ideal J = (p, f) as described
above. The PD-ideal I [1] is given as the closure of (p, f
n
n! | n > 1) = (p,
sen
n! | n > 1). Again there
is a lifting σ of Frobenius to RPD induced by s 7→ s
p which extends the canonical Frobenius on
W which is a PD-morphism with respect to I [1].
Remark 4.15. As explained in [12, Rem. 6.4], the formal log scheme SPD is very close to S
′
PD.
There is a natural morphism of fine formal log schemes
ξ : SPD → S
′
PD
given by completion, which descends to finite levels
ξ : SPD,n → S
′
PD,n,
where on the left hand side we mean reduction modulo (p, f)n and on the right hand side we
mean reduction modulo (p)n. In particular, SPD,1 = V
♯
1 and the natural map SPD,1 → S
′
PD,1
corresponds to reduction modulo f .
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In both cases we are interested in crystalline cohomology for log schemes over V ♯, that is we
consider the PD-thickenings
V ♯1 →֒ V
♯ jπ−→ S ′PD( or equivalently V
♯
1
jπ
−→ S ′PD,1 →֒ S
′
PD) in the first case, and
V ♯1 = SPD,1 →֒ SPD in the second case
which both depend on the choice of a uniformiser. On the level of cohomology we indicate this
dependence by the subscript π.
Let π be a uniformiser of V . There are exact closed embeddings
W 0
j0
−→ S ′PD
jπ
←− V ♯
via s 7→ 0 and s 7→ π. There is no amiguity in denoting τ := j0 ◦ i0, where i0 : k
0 →֒ W 0 is the
canonical embedding. Let iπ : k
0 →֒ V ♯ be the unique morphism such that τ = jπ ◦ iπ.
Similarly, there are exact closed embeddings
W 0
j0
−→ SPD
jπ
←− V ♯
via s 7→ 0 and s 7→ π. Together one obtains a commutative diagram of log schemes
(4.5) k0
i0
}}③③
③③
③③
③③ iπ
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
τ

W 0
j0 //
j0
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
S ′PD V
♯jπoo
jπ
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
SPD
ξ
OO
Lemma 4.16. Let X be a proper fine log scheme which is log smooth and integral over V ♯, and
E ′ a locally free crystal on (X1/S
′
PD)cris. The morphism induced by ξ
RΓcris(X1/S
′
PD,E
′)π → RΓcris(X1/SPD, ξ
∗
E
′)π,
is a quasi-isomorphism after tensoring with RPD.
Proof. The statement without coefficients was proved in [12, Lem. 6.7]. The same arguments
are valid for the case of locally free crystals as in the above statement. 
Definition 4.17. (i) For a uniformiser π ∈ V and integers n > 1 and m > 0, let V ♯π (n,m)→
V ♯ be the morphism of fine log schemes induced by the diagram
Nn ⊕ Nm
α

N
απ

βoo
V [Nn ⊕ Nm]† Voo
where απ is defined by 1 7→ π, α is the natural inclusion, and β is the composition of the
diagonal map N→ Nn and the canonical injection Nn → Nn ⊕ Nm.
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(ii) A log scheme X over V ♯ is called strictly semistable, if Zariski locally on X there exists a
strict log smooth morphismX → V ♯(n,m) over V ♯. Note that this definition is independent
of π, since there exist (non-canonical) isomorphisms V ♯π (n,m) ∼= V
♯
π′(n,m) for any π and
π′. LetMC ⊂ NX be the monogenic log substructure locally generated by (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Nm.
The divisor C defined by local generators ofMC is called the horizontal divisor of X. The
horizontal divisor can be empty as we allow m = 0.
Let X be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over V ♯ with horizontal divisor C. For a
choice of uniformiser, Yπ := X ×V ♯,iπ k
0 is a proper strictly semitsable log scheme over k0 with
horizontal divisor Dπ := C ×V ♯,iπ k
0. In particular, X is a fine log smooth log scheme over
V ♯ such that Yπ is of Cartier type over k
0. We consider the log crystalline sites (Yπ/W
0)cris,
(X1/V
♯)cris, (X1/S
′
PD)cris, and (X1/SPD)cris.
Definition 4.18. The compactly supported crystalline Hyodo–Kato cohomology of X, as well
as the compactly supported log crystalline cohomology of X over V ♯ and over S ′PD is defined as
RΓcrisHK,c(X)π := RΓcris,c(Yπ/W
0) = RΓcris,MDπ (Yπ/W
0),
RΓcris,c(X/V
♯) := RΓcris,c(X1/V
♯) := RΓcris,MC (X1/V
♯),
RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π := RΓcris,c(X1/S
′
PD)π := RΓcris,MC (X1/S
′
PD),
RΓcris,c(X/SPD)π := RΓcris,c(X1/SPD)π := RΓcris,MC (X1/SPD).
As explained above, the first and the last two complexes are defined via the morphisms jπ, which
is the reason they depend on π.
The following statement is very useful when carrying over properties from the non-compactly
supported to the compactly supported versions of log crystalline cohomology.
Lemma 4.19. Let D
(⋆),♭
π be defined as above (4.2), and C(⋆),♭ similarly. There are quasi-
isomorphisms
η : RΓcrisHK,c(X)π
∼
−→ RΓcrisHK(C
(⋆),♭)π,
η : RΓcris,c(X/V
♯)
∼
−→ RΓcris(C
(⋆),♭/V ♯),(4.6)
η : RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π
∼
−→ RΓcris(C
(⋆),♭/S ′PD)π,
which induce spectral sequences
Ei,j1 = H
cris,j
HK (C
(i),♭)π =⇒ H
i+j,cris
HK,c (X)π,
Ei,j1 = H
j
cris(C
(i),♭/V ♯) =⇒ H i+jcris,c(X/V
♯),
Ei,j1 = H
j
cris(C
(i),♭/S ′PD)π =⇒ H
i+j
cris,c(X/S
′
PD,n)π.
Proof. This is proved in [33, Prop. 10.6] (see also the explanation in the proof of [33, Thm.
11.1]). 
For the definition of the crystalline Hyodo–Kato map, or more precisely for its uniqueness
the Frobenius on RΓcrisHK,c(X)π and on RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π as well as on RΓcris,c(X/SPD)π plays a
crucial role. We already discussed the former earlier in this section.
Lemma 4.20. There is an OX1/S′PD-linear and an OX1/SPD-linear homomorphism
Φ : σ∗crisOX1/S′PD(MC)→ OX1/S′PD(MC) and Φ : σ
∗
crisOX1/SPD(MC)→ OX1/SPD(MC)(4.7)
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compatible with the canonical morphism σ∗crisOX1/S′PD → OX1/S′PD and σ
∗
crisOX1/SPD → OX1/SPD
respectively.
Proof. The same proof as for Lemma 4.9 also works in this situation. 
Definition 4.21. Let X be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over V ♯. The Frobenius
action ϕ on RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π and RΓcris,c(X/SPD)π is induced by the absolute Frobenius FX1
on X1, the Frobenius σ on S
′
PD, respectively SPD, and the respective morphism in (4.7). More
precisely, ϕ is in each case given as composition
RΓcris(X1/S
′
PD,OX1/S′PD(MC))
σ
−→ RΓcris(X
(σ)
1 /S
′
PD,OX1/S′PD(MC)
(σ))
F ∗
X1/V
♯
1−−−−−→
→ RΓcris(X1/S
′
PD, σ
∗
crisOX1/S′PD
(MC))
Φ
−→ RΓcris(X1/S
′
PD,OX1/S′PD(MC)),
RΓcris(X1/SPD,OX1/SPD(MC))
σ
−→ RΓcris(X
(σ)
1 /SPD,OX1/SPD(MC)
(σ))
F ∗
X1/V
♯
1−−−−−→
→ RΓcris(X1/SPD, σ
∗
crisOX1/SPD(MC))
Φ
−→ RΓcris(X1/SPD,OX1/SPD(MC))
Proposition 4.22. Let X be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over V ♯. Completion with
respect to (p, f) induces a natural morphism
RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π → RΓcris,c(X/SPD)π,
compatible with Frobenius action which is a quasi-isomorphism after tensoring with RPD.
Proof. This is a corollary of Lemma 4.16. The only additional statement concerns the compat-
ibility with Frobenius, which is clear from the construction. 
Lemma 4.23. Let X be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over V ♯. Then the linearisations
ϕ : R′PD σ ⊗R′PD RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π
∼
−→ RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π
ϕ : RPD σ ⊗RPD RΓcris,c(X/SPD)π
∼
−→ RΓcris,c(X/SPD)π
are quasi-isomorphisms.
Proof. Over S ′PD this is known (compare the proof of [33, Thm. 11.1] and follows from the
non-compactily supported case via (4.6).
One can then deduce the statement over SPD by Proposition 4.22 above. 
Definition 4.24. Let X be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over V ♯ with horizontal
divisor C. The morphisms of log schemes j0 and jπ induce a commutative diagram
RΓcrisHK,c(X)π
∼ η

RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π
j∗0oo
j∗π //
∼ η

RΓcris,c(X/V
♯)
∼ η

RΓcrisHK(C
(⋆),♭)π RΓcris(C
(⋆),♭/S ′PD)π
j∗0oo
j∗π // RΓcris(C
(⋆),♭/V ♯)
For every i > 0, the map j∗0 : RΓcris(C
(i),♭/S ′PD)π,Q → RΓ
cris
HK(C
(i),♭)π,Q admits in the derived
category a unique functorial F -linear section sπ : RΓ
cris
HK(C
(i),♭)π,Q → RΓcris(C
(i),♭/S ′PD)π,Q which
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commutes with the Frobenius [30, Prop. 4.4.6]. Hence we obtain a commutative diagram
RΓcrisHK,c(X)π,Q
∼ η

RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π,Q
j∗0oo j
∗
π //
∼ η

RΓcris,c(X/V
♯)Q
∼ η

RΓcrisHK(C
(⋆),♭)π,Q
sπ
// RΓcris(C
(⋆),♭/S ′PD)π,Q
j∗0oo j
∗
π // RΓcris(C
(⋆),♭/V ♯)Q
The composition η−1 ◦ sπ ◦ η : RΓ
cris
HK,c(X)π,Q → RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π,Q is the unique section of j
∗
0
compatible with Frobenius which commutes with sπ [30, Lem. 4.4.11]. By abuse of notation, we
denote it again by sπ. We set
Ψcrisπ := j
∗
π ◦ sπ : RΓ
cris
HK,c(X)π,Q → RΓcris,c(X/V
♯)Q.
It induces a K-linear functorial quasi-isomorphism Ψcrisπ,K := Ψ
cris
π ⊗ 1: RΓ
cris
HK,c(X)π ⊗W K
∼
−→
RΓcris,c(X/V
♯)Q.
Moreover, there exists a canonical quasi-isomorphism
γ : RΓdR,c(XK)
∼
−→ RΓcris,c(X/V
♯)Q,
where the left hand side is the compactly supported de Rham cohomology of XK with the Hodge
filtration. The composition in the derived category
Ψcrisπ := γ
−1 ◦ j∗π ◦ sπ : RΓ
cris
HK,c(X)π,Q → RΓdR,c(XK)
is called the compactly supported Hyodo–Kato map.
Let X be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over V ♯. Then the bottom triangles of diagram
(4.5) give us the following commutative diagram on the level of cohomology
RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π,Q
j∗π ))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
j∗0uu❧❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
ξ∗

RΓcrisHK,c(X)π,Q
sπ
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
RΓcris,c(X/V
♯)Q
RΓcris,c(X/SPD)π,Q
j∗π
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦j
∗
0
ii❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
The composition ξ∗ ◦ sπ provides a section of RΓcris,c(X/SPD)π,Q
j∗0−→ RΓcrisHK,c(X)π,Q.
Proposition 4.25. For a proper strictly semistable log scheme X over V ♯ the section
ξ∗ ◦ sπ : RΓ
cris
HK,c(X)π,Q → RΓcris,c(X/SPD)π,Q
induces a quasi-isomorphism after tensoring with RPD and is compatible with Frobenius. Moreover,
this section is unique with these properties.
Proof. From the non-compactly supported case it follows that the section sπ is compatible with
Frobenius and induces a quasi-isomorphism R′PD ⊗F RΓ
cris
HK,c(X)π,Q → RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π,Q as
explained in the proof of [33, Thm. 11.1].
Moreover, the morphism ξ∗ is compatible with Frobenius and induces a quasi-isomorphism
RPD ⊗
L
R′PD
RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π → RΓcris,c(X/SPD)π by Proposition 4.22.
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By [4, 1.16 Thm.(i)] and the third quasi-isomorphism in (4.6), RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π,Q is R
′
PD-
perfect. Thus we have
Hncris,c(X/S
′
PD)π ⊗R′PD RPD
∼= Hncris,c(X/SPD)
for any n, hence Hncris,c(X/SPD)Q are finitely generated free Q⊗RPD-modules. Thus the unique-
ness follows from [12, Lem. 6.11]. 
Corollary 4.26. Let X be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over V ♯. The crystalline
Hyodo–Kato map Ψcrisπ : RΓ
cris
HK,c(X)π,Q → RΓdR,c(XK) factors through RΓcris,c(X/SPD)π,Q. Fur-
thermore, this factorisation is unique in case it is compatible with the Frobenius actions on
RΓcrisHK,c(X)π,Q and RΓcris,c(X/SPD)π,Q.
5. Comparison of compactly supported log crystalline and log rigid
cohomology
The goal of this section is to compare the rigid construction of cohomology with compact
support with the crystalline construction. The comparison passes through log convergent co-
homology. Thus we first study the relation between log overconvergent isocrystals in [31] and
Shiho’s log convergent isocrystals in [26], [28]. To any weak formal log scheme T , by taking the
completion with respect to the ideal of definition we may associate a formal log scheme T̂ .
Let (T,T , ι) be a widening. For a fine log scheme Y which is of Zariski type and of finite type
over T , we define a site
Conv (Y/T̂ ) = Conv (Y/(T, T̂ , ι̂))
and a category
Isoc (Y/T̂ ) = Isoc (Y/(T, T̂ , ι̂))
by the same procedure as OC (Y/T ) and Isoc †(Y/T ) but using formal log schemes and rigid
spaces instead of weak formal log schemes and dagger spaces.
We first note that, if T̂ is p-adic Isoc (Y/T̂ ) is equivalent to the category of log convergent
isocrystals defined by Shiho. When T̂ is p-adic, we denote by (Y/T̂ )conv,zar the log convergent
site with respect to the Zariski topology in [28, Def. 2.4] and by Iconv,zar(Y/T̂ ) the category of
isocrystals on (Y/T̂ )conv,zar in [28, Def. 2.6]. For any E ∈ Iconv,zar(Y/T̂ ) and (Z,Z, i, h, θ) ∈
(Y/T̂ )conv,zar, we may associate an isocoherent sheaf ([28, Def. 1.2]) EZ on Z.
The site (Y/T̂ )conv,zar consists of quintuples (Z,Z, i, h, θ) where Z are p-adic, and its topo-
logy is given by the Zariski topology. In contrast, the site Conv (Y/T̂ ) consists of quintuples
(Z,Z, i, h, θ) where Z is not necessarily p-adic, and its topology is induced from the topology of
rigid spaces. Clearly there exists a canonical continuous functor
χ : (Y/T̂ )conv,zar → Conv (Y/T̂ )
and a functor
(5.1) χ∗ : Isoc (Y/T̂ )→ I
lf
conv,zar(Y/T̂ ).
Proposition 5.1. The functor χ∗ in (5.1) is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. We construct a quasi-inverse of χ∗ by associating E ∈ Isoc (Y/T̂ ) to an object E ∈
I lfconv,zar(Y/T̂ ) as follows:
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For an object (Z,Z, i, h, θ) ∈ Conv (Y/T̂ ), let {(Z[n],Z[n], i[n], h[n], θ[n])}n be the family of
universal enlargements of Definition 1.3. Then Z[n] are p-adic and we have ZQ =
⋃
nZ[n]Q. We
define a presheaf E on Conv (Y/T̂ ) by
Γ((Z,Z, i, h, θ),E ) := lim
←−
n
Γ((Z[n],Z[n], i[n], h[n], θ[n]), E).
We prove that E is in fact a sheaf. Let {fλ : (Zλ,Zλ, iλ, hλ, θλ)→ (Z,Z, i, h, θ)}λ be a covering
family in Conv (Y/T̂ ). Then induced morphisms between universal enlargements give covering
families
{fλ[n] : (Zλ[n],Zλ[n], iλ[n], hλ[n], θλ[n])→ (Z[n],Z[n], i[n], h[n], θ[n])}λ.
It suffices to check the sheaf condition of E for the covering family {fλ[n]}λ for each n. Fix
n ≥ 1. There exists an admissible blow-up Z˜ → Z[n] and open subsets Uλ ⊂ Z˜ for all λ such
that each fλ[n] factors through Zλ[n]→ Uλ which induces an isomorphism Zλ[n]Q
∼=
−→ Uλ,Q. Now
we obtain a commutative diagram
(5.2) (Zλ[n],Zλ[n], iλ[n], hλ[n], θλ[n])

fλ[n] // (Z[n],Z[n], i[n], h[n], θ[n])
(Uλ,Uλ, i˜λ, h˜λ, θ˜λ) // (Z˜, Z˜ , i˜, h˜, θ˜)
OO
by defining Z˜ := Z˜ ×Z[n] Z[n], Uλ := Uλ ×Z˜ Z˜, and morphisms i˜, h˜, θ˜, i˜λ, h˜λ, θ˜λ obviously. Since
the vertical morphisms in (5.2) induce isomorphisms
Γ((Uλ,Uλ, i˜λ, h˜λ, θ˜λ), E)
∼=
−→ Γ((Zλ[n],Zλ[n], iλ[n], hλ[n], θλ[n]), E)
= Γ((Zλ[n],Zλ[n], iλ[n], hλ[n], θλ[n]),E ),
Γ((Z[n],Z[n], i[n], h[n], θ[n]), E)
∼=
−→ Γ((Z˜, Z˜, i˜, h˜, θ˜), E)
= Γ((Z˜, Z˜, i˜, h˜, θ˜),E ),
the sheaf condition of E for {fλ[n]}λ follows from the sheaf condition of E for {(Uλ,Uλ, i˜λ, h˜λ, θ˜λ)→
(Z˜, Z˜, i˜, h˜, θ˜)}λ.
Moreover for any morphism g : (Z ′,Z ′, i′, h′, θ′) → (Z,Z, i, h, θ), the by taking universal en-
largements we obtain a family of morphisms
g[n] : (Z ′[n],Z ′[n], i′[n], h′[n], θ′[n])→ (Z[n],Z[n], i[n], h[n], θ[n]).
The isomorphisms EZ′[n] ∼= g[n]
∗EZ[n] induce an isomorphism EZ′ ∼= g
∗EZ . Thus we see that E
is an object of Isoc (Y/T̂ ). 
The completion induces a canonical functor
(5.3) Isoc †(Y/T )→ Isoc (Y/T̂ ).
For E ∈ Isoc †(Y/T ), we denote by Ê ∈ Isoc (Y/T̂ ) the image of E under this functor. By
applying the same construction as RΓrig(Y/T ,E ) for E ∈ Isoc
†(Y/T ) to Ê ∈ Isoc (Y/T̂ ), we
may define a complex of Γ(T̂ ,OT̂ )-modules, which we denote by RΓconv(Y/T̂ ) and call the log
convergent cohomology. The log convergent cohomology was originally defined by Shiho ([27,
Definition 2.2.12], [28, Definition 4.1]).
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By definition there exists a canonical morphism
(5.4) RΓrig(Y/T ,E )→ RΓconv(Y/T̂ , Ê ).
For any monogenic log substructure M ⊂ NY , we may define an isocrystal OY/T̂ (M) in
(Y/T̂ )conv,zar in a similar way as OY/T (M). Thus we also have
RΓrig,M(Y/T ,E )→ RΓconv,M(Y/T̂ , Ê ),
and hence
(5.5) RΓrig,c(Y/T ,E )→ RΓconv,c(Y/T̂ , Ê )
if Y is proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0.
Proposition 5.2. Let Y be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0. Let (T,T , ι) be
(k0,W 0, τ0) or (k
0, V ♯, τπ), and E ∈ Isoc
†(Y/T )unip. Then the morphisms
RΓrig(Y/T ,E )→ RΓconv(Y/T̂ , Ê ),(5.6)
RΓrig,c(Y/T ,E )→ RΓconv,c(Y/T̂ , Ê )(5.7)
defined above are quasi-isomorphisms.
Proof. Since E is unipotent, we may assume that E = OY/T . The statement for (5.6) has been
proved in [15, Thm. 5.3] and [11, Lemma 5.3]. The statement for (5.7) is reduced to that for
(5.6) via the quasi-isomorphisms in Proposition 3.6 and their converent analogues. 
Proposition 5.3. Let T be an affine fine log scheme over Fp, T an affine formal log scheme
(not necessarily p-adic) over Zp, and T →֒ T a homeomorphic exact closed immersion. Let Y
be a fine log scheme which is of Zariski type and of finite type over T , and let E ∈ Isoc (Y/T ).
Suppose that there exists a family of coherent sheaves EZ on Z for all (Z,Z, i, h, θ) ∈ Conv (Y/T )
satisfying the following conditions:
(i) f∗EZ = EZ′ for any f : (Z
′,Z ′, i′, h′, θ′)→ (Z,Z, i, h, θ) in Conv (Y/T ),
(ii) The family {EZ} induces E , in the sense that
Γ(Z[n]Q,EZ) = Γ(Z[n], EZ[n])⊗Z Q
for any (Z,Z, i, h, θ) ∈ Conv (Y/T ), where Z[n] is defined in the same way as Definition
1.3 with replacing weak completion by completion.
Then E naturally induces an object Ecris ∈ Crys(Y/TPD)Q, and there exists a canonical morphism
(5.8) RΓconv(Y/T ,E )→ RΓcris(Y/TPD,Ecris).
Proof. Take a finite open covering {Zλ}λ∈Λ of Y such that there exist closed immersions Zλ →֒ Zλ
admitting charts into formal schemes which are adic and log smooth over T . For i ≥ 0 let Z(i)
and Z(i) be the (i+ 1)-fold fiber product of
∐
λ∈Λ Zλ over Z and
∐
λ∈ΛZλ over T , respectively.
For n ≥ 1, let Z
(i)
n be the exact closed subscheme of Z(i) defined by the ideal InOZ(i) , where I is
the ideal of T in T . Note that, since Z(i) is adic over T , Z
(i)
n is a log scheme. Let Z(i) →֒ D
(i)
n be
the log PD-envelope of Z(i) →֒ Z
(i)
n and Z(i) →֒ Z(i),ex the homeomorphic exact closed immersion
of Z(i) →֒ Z(i). For k ≥ 1, let
Z(i),ex[k] ⊂ Z(i),ex[k]′ and Z(i)[k] := Z(i),ex[k]×Z(i),ex Z
(i)
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be the p-adic formal log schemes given by applying the construction of Definition 1.3 to Z(i) →֒
Z(i),ex. Then, as in the proof of [12, Lemma 6.13], there exists a compatible system of natural
morphisms
(5.9) g
(i)
n,k : D
(i)
n → Z
(i),ex[k]′
for k large enough and hence
(5.10) g(i)n : D
(i)
n → Z
(i),ex
for any n.
The condition (i) induces an integrable connection EZ(i),ex → EZ(i),ex ⊗ ω
1
Z(i),ex/T
in a similar
way as in [28], [31]. The induced connections on g
(i),∗
n EZ(i),ex define a crystal on Y over TPD
by [18, Theorem 6.2], and the isocrystal Ecris it defines is independent of the choice of {EZ}.
Indeed, let h
(i)
k : Z
(i),ex[k] → Z(i),ex and h
′(i)
k : Z
(i),ex[k]′ → Z(i),ex be the natural morphisms. If
we take another family {E′Z}, then we have
h
′(i),∗
k E
′
Z(i),ex
⊗Q ∼= h
(i),∗
k E
′
Z(i),ex
⊗Q ∼= h
(i),∗
k EZ(i),ex ⊗Q
∼= h
′(i),∗
k EZ(i),ex ⊗Q,
where the first and third isomorphisms are defined passing through the canonical equivalence
between OZ(i),ex[k]⊗Q-modules and OZ(i),ex[k]′⊗Q-modules, and the second isomorphism is given
by the conditions (i) and (ii) of the proposition. Thus we get g
(i),∗
n E′Z(i),ex⊗Q
∼= g
(i),∗
n EZ(i),ex⊗Q.
The morphism (5.8) is induced by the natural morphisms between de Rham complexes induced
by (5.10). 
This construction was given in [28, Proposition 2.35, Theorem 2.36] if T is p-adic, under the
identification of Proposition 5.1. In that case the morphism (5.8) is a quasi-isomorphism if Y is
log smooth over T . However the case when T is not p-adic is not covered in [28]. Composing
with (5.4) and (5.5), we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 5.4. If Y is a proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0, then there exist canonical
quasi-isomorphisms
RΓrig(Y/W
0)
∼=
−→ RΓcris(Y/W
0)Q,
RΓrig,c(Y/W
0)
∼=
−→ RΓcris,c(Y/W
0)Q.
If X is a proper strictly semistable log scheme over V ♯, then there exist canonical quasi-
isomorphisms
RΓrig(X1/V
♯)
∼=
−→ RΓcris(X1/V
♯)Q,
RΓrig,c(X1/V
♯)
∼=
−→ RΓcris,c(X1/V
♯)Q,
and canonical morphisms
RΓrig(X1/S)→ RΓcris(X1/SPD)Q,
RΓrig,c(X1/S)→ RΓcris,c(X1/SPD)Q,
where X1 is X modulo p.
All of the above comparison morphisms are compatible with cup products.
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Remark 5.5. Let Y be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over k0 with horizontal divisorD.
The second quasi-isomorphism in Corollary 5.4 is compatible with the fourth quasi-isomorphism
of Proposition 3.6, its convergent analogue, and its crystalline analogue (4.3). In particular, we
obtain a commutative diagram
RΓrig,c(Y/W
0)
∼

// RΓconv,c(Y/W
0)
∼

// RΓcris,c(Y/W
0)Q
∼

RΓrig(D
(⋆),♭/W 0)
∼ // RΓconv(D
(⋆),♭/W 0)
∼ // RΓcris(D
(⋆),♭/W 0)Q
Remark 5.6. The statement of Corollary 5.4 easily extends to log overconvergent isocrystals
E ∈ Isoc †(Y/W 0), E ∈ Isoc †(X1/V
♯) and E ∈ Isoc †(X1/S) resepctively, if in the third case we
assume the existence of a family {EZ} satisfying the conditions of Proposition 5.3.
Let X be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over V ♯ with horizontal divisor C and weak
completion X . For a choice of uniformiser π of V , let Yπ := X ×V ♯,jπ k
0. We will compare
Ψcrisπ : RΓ
cris
HK,c(X)π,Q → RΓdR,c(XK) and Ψπ,logπ : RΓ
rig
HK,c(Yπ) → RΓdR,c(X ), where logπ is the
branch of the p-adic logarithm such that logπ(π) = 0.
This amounts to showing the following statement:
Proposition 5.7. Let X be a proper strictly semistable log scheme over V ♯. For a uniformiser
π of V set Yπ := X ×V ♯,iπ k
0. There is a commutative diagram
RΓrigHK,c(Yπ)
∼

Ψπ,logπ // RΓrig,c(Yπ/V
♯)π
∼

RΓcrisHK,c(X)π,Q
Ψcrisπ // RΓcris,c(X/V
♯)Q
Proof. Recall that by definition RΓcrisHK,c(X)π = RΓcris,c(Yπ/W
0) and consider the diagram
RΓrigHK,c(Yπ)
∼

ψ // RΓrig,c(Yπ/S)
j∗π //
j∗0
uu❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦
RΓrig(Yπ/V
♯)π
RΓrig,c(Yπ/W
0)
∼

RΓrig,c(X1/S)π
∼
OO

j∗π //
j∗0oo RΓrig,c(X1/V
♯)
∼
OO
∼

RΓcris,c(Yπ/W
0)Q RΓcris,c(X1/SPD)π,Q
j∗π //
j∗0oo RΓcris,c(X1/V
♯)Q
RΓcris,c(Yπ/W
0)Q sπ
// RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π,Q
j∗π //
j∗0oo
OO
RΓcris,c(X/V
♯)Q
∼
OO
Note that, since Yπ →֒ X1 is a homeomorphic exact closed immersion, their log rigid cohomo-
logies coincide by definition. The vertical morphisms from rigid to crystalline pass through log
convergent cohomology as explained in Corollary 5.4. It follows immediately from the definitions
that all triangles and squares in the above diagram commute.
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Our choice of branch of the p-adic logarithm implies that the lower right triangle in (3.3) com-
mutes, and hence the composition of the upper horizontal maps gives Ψπ,logπ : RΓ
rig
HK,c(Yπ) →
RΓrig,c(Yπ/V
♯)π. The composition of the bottom maps give Ψ
cris
π : RΓ
cris
HK,c(X)π,Q → RΓcris,c(X/V
♯)Q
by construction.
The compositions
RΓcris,c(Yπ/W
0)Q
∼=
←− RΓrigHK,c(Yπ)
ψ
−→ RΓrig,c(Yπ/S)
∼=
←− RΓrig,c(X1/S)π → RΓcris,c(X1/SPD)π,Q,
RΓcris,c(Yπ/W
0)Q
sπ−→ RΓcris,c(X/S
′
PD)π,Q → RΓcris,c(X1/SPD)π,Q
are both sections of j∗0 : RΓcris,c(X1/SPD)π,Q → RΓcris,c(Yπ/W
0)Q and compatible with the
Frobenius actions. Hence the statement follows by uniqueness of such a section as given in
[12, Lem. 6.11]. 
6. Poincare´ duality
Let Y be a proper strictly semistable scheme over k0 with horizontal divisor D and (E ,Φ) ∈
F Isoc †(Y/W∅). As in (3.15) we have a pairing for the rigid Hyodo–Kato cohomology which
is compatible with Frobenius and monodromy, and similarly pairings for log rigid cohomology
which over W 0 and W∅ are compatible with Frobenius:
RΓrigHK(Y, (E ,Φ))⊗RΓ
rig
HK,c(Y, (E
∨,Φ∨))→ RΓrigHK,c(Y ),
RΓrig(Y/W
0, (E ,Φ))⊗RΓrig,c(Y/W
0, (E ∨,Φ∨))→ RΓrig,c(Y/W
0),
RΓrig(Y/W
∅, (E ,Φ))⊗RΓrig,c(Y/W
∅, (E ∨,Φ∨))→ RΓrig,c(Y/W
∅),
RΓrig(Y/V
♯,E )π ⊗RΓrig,c(Y/V
♯,E ∨)π → RΓrig,c(Y/V
♯)π.
Because of the comparison isomorphisms in Corollary 5.4, the Poincre´ duality for log crystalline
cohomology over W 0 due to Tsuji [29, Thm. 5.6] carries over to log rigid cohomology over W 0.
The morphisms in the diagram (3.3) (and its non-compactly supported version) are by con-
struction compatible with the pairings. Note that the compatibility of the Hyodo–Kato map
Ψπ,log with the pairing can be seen by
Ψπ,log(u
[i] ∧ u[j]) =
(i+ j)!
i!j!
(− log(π))i+j
(i+ j)!
=
(− log(π))i
i!
(− log(π))j
j!
= Ψπ,log(u
[i]) ∧Ψπ,log(u
[j]).
Therefore when E is unipotent the Poincare´ duality for log rigid cohomology over W 0 implies
those for rigid Hyodo–Kato cohomology and log rigid cohomology over V ♯, by Corollary 3.8.
Furthermore, by definition of the usual and the compactly supported rigid Hyodo–Kato co-
homology, RΓrig(Y/W
∅, (E ,Φ)) andRΓrig,c(Y/W
∅, (E ∨,Φ∨)) compute the cone of the respective
monodromy operator on RΓrigHK(Y, (E ,Φ)) and RΓ
rig
HK,c(Y, (E
∨,Φ∨)). Consequently, we obtain the
Poincare´ duality for log rigid cohomology over W∅, but the degree shifts by one.
To summarise, we obtain the following theorem.
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Theorem 6.1. Let d := dimY . Let (E ,Φ) ∈ F Isoc †(Y/W∅)unip, and denote the dual F -isorystal
by (E ∨,Φ∨) := Hom((E ,Φ),OY/W∅). Then there exist canonical isomorphisms
RΓrig(Y/W
∅, (E ,Φ))
∼=
−→ RΓrig,c(Y/W
∅, (E ∨,Φ∨))∗[−2d− 1](−d− 1) in Db(ModfinF (ϕ)),
RΓrigHK(Y, (E ,Φ))
∼=
−→ RΓrigHK,c(Y, (E
∨,Φ∨))∗[−2d](−d) in Db(ModfinF (ϕ,N)),
RΓrig(Y/W
0, (E ,Φ))
∼=
−→ RΓrig,c(Y/W
0, (E ∨,Φ∨))∗[−2d](−d) in Db(ModfinF (ϕ)),
RΓrig(Y/V
♯,E )π
∼=
−→ RΓrig,c(Y/V
♯,E ∨)∗π[−2d] in D
b(ModfinK ),
where ∗ denotes the (derived) internal Hom RHom(−, F ) (or RHom(−,K)). On the level of
cohomology groups, we have isomorphisms
H irig(Y/W
∅, (E ,Φ))
∼=
−→ H2d−i+1rig,c (Y/W
∅, (E ∨,Φ∨))∗(−d− 1) in ModfinF (ϕ),
Hrig,iHK (Y, (E ,Φ))
∼=
−→ Hrig,2d−iHK,c (Y, (E
∨,Φ∨))∗(−d) in ModfinF (ϕ,N),
H irig(Y/W
0, (E ,Φ))
∼=
−→ H2d−irig,c (Y/W
0, (E ∨,Φ∨))∗(−d) in ModfinF (ϕ),
H irig(Y/V
♯,E )π
∼=
−→ H2d−irig,c (Y/V
♯,E ∨)∗π in Mod
fin
K ,
where for an integer r ∈ Z we denote by (r) the Tate twist defined by multiplying ϕ by p−r. The
Hyodo–Kato maps are compatible with the Poincare´ duality in the sense that Ψ∗π,log,K = Ψ
−1
π,log,K .
Finally we remark that the push-forward of compactly supported cohomology with respect
to an open immersion given in Proposition 3.10 is the dual of the pull-back of non-compactly
supported cohomology. We thank David Loeffler for pointing our that such a result might hold.
Proposition 6.2. Let f : Y ′ → Y be a morphism between proper strictly semistable log schemes
over k0 as in Proposition 3.10, i.e. f is the identity as a morphism of underlying schemes, and
the horizontal divisor D of Y is a union of the horizontal components of the horizontal divisor
D′ of Y ′. Let E ∈ Isoc †(Y/W∅). Then
f∗ : RΓrigHK(Y,E )→ RΓ
rig
HK(Y
′, f∗E )
and
f∗ : RΓ
rig
HK,c(Y
′, f∗E ∨)→ RΓrigHK,c(Y,E
∨)
are dual to each other via the Poincare´ duality in Theorem 6.1.
We also have similar statements for log rigid cohomology over W∅, W 0, and V ♯.
Proof. As explained in the proof of Proposition 3.10, the compactly supported and non-compactly
supported cohomology are (locally) computed as complexes of sheaves on the same dagger spaces.
Moreover RΓrigHK(Y,E ) and RΓ
rig
HK,c(Y
′, f∗E ∨) are defined as subcomplexes of RΓrigHK(Y
′, f∗E ) and
RΓrigHK,c(Y,E
∨), respectively, and the morphisms f∗ and f∗ are defined by the inclusions. Thus
one can see that
f∗(f
∗α ∧ β) = α ∧ f∗β
for cochains α of RΓrigHK(Y,E ) and β of RΓ
rig
HK,c(Y
′, f∗E ). This formula implies the assertion. 
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